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New Orleans, Aug.' tee-sFewer re-
ports, than usual were made in the
earlier hours of the day of new cases
of yellow fever, giving rise to the hope
that the etrenuous campaign of the
Marine hospital service has been en-
tirely successful, and that all the old,
cencealed cases have been brought to
ligibt: That is the end that Dr. White
has been working steadily to achieve,
for he has said frequently that when
he has lenowledge of every existing
case he can fix a time within which the
fever can be exterminated.
, The second death above Canal
street in a fortnight occurred today.
The victim was Jos. 0. Daspit, one of
the brightest of the younger branch
of lawyers here. Mr. Daspit was the
aakdictorian of hi- class both in Tu-
lane University and in the medical col
lege. He contracted the fever last
week and died e day in a St. Char4es
avenue hoarding houae.
Had to Be Abandoned.
The plan to tranacr the fruit-dis-
charging business to Chalniette had to
be abandoned. Today the authorities
of St. Bernard parish acted, refusing
to give permission for the veesels to
• unload within the limits of the parish.
St. Bernard has been free from the fe-
ver thus far, and is taking rigid pre-
cautions to remein so.
Cases above Canal continue to be
traced to the dosentovelt infection4 in-
dicatingohat there are still a few -of
the disease-laden mosquitoes loose in
the fold infected area, in spite of the
tons of sulphur that have been burned
there. One case is that of a Royal
street antique storekeeper living far
uptown on Prytarria street, who was
taken dewn today.
Among the new cases is that of a
tt4ember ef the Louisiana field artil-
lery, Guy E. Wright. Wright hasbeen electeng in the armory <hiring
the absence of hes family from town,.
and was (wind ill there and removed
to the Emergency hospital.
The United States soldiers at Jack-ie son barracks, who have been kept
prisoners for the past two weeks in
order to guard the garrison from in-
fection, have been chafing tinder the
restraint put upon them. Today it
was announced that aoo of them wouldbe taken in special trains to West End
tomorrow for a day's recreation.
MORE HOPEFUL.
Better Feeling Prevails Among Resi-
dents of New Orleans.
New Orleans, Aug. z.—Hopeful-
Hess among the general public was
manifested today over the yellow fe-
ver situation from the shrinkage of
cases dnring the preceding twenty-four
emirs, and the belief ie gaining
ground that toe easels reported on
Saturday, will prove to be the top fig-
utes of the present visitation of fever.
As already pointed out in the Asso-
ciated Frees dispatches, all cases of
fever were included in last week's &i-
11y hats, with the result that many of
the yellow fever cases were subse-
quently diagnosed as malaria.
Hereafter more care is to be taken
in irreics,tigating reports of sickness,
and, with the doctors co-operating, it
is expected that all the yellow fever
case, found will promptly be turned
up without neceseity of including in
the reports of fevere ()Lather kinds.
Too Many Callers.
In circler to meet the objection ofdoctors that inspectors have been fol-lowing in their tracks and invadinghouses from which they .have already
rePerted fever, Dr. White has put into
effect a rule Which will make such con-flict.* imposeible in the future. Where-
-ever a case has been reported thehouseholder is to be provided with a
card of the doctor, giving the eemper-
attire and condition of the patient,%which will protect such home fromfurther intrusion.
The weather was a trifle cooler to-day, but there is no indication of a de-
cided fall in the temperatine. Sudden
changes in the temperature are injuri-
cus to yellow; fever patients, alterna-
tions from high to low temperatures
generally having a marked effect onthe death rate. With a considerable
number of cases now under treatment
macre deaths than have, been occur-
ring will not be (tirprising, but in the
meantime the situation will continue
to be favorable as long as the deaths'
are confined to one section of the city,
and principaily to foreigners who have
taken norie--of-Kte -ordinary sanitary
and hygenic precautions.
Quaratined on Water.
At Lafourche Crossing, four miles
from Thibodaux, the patient reported
there, with his nurse and family and
all who visited him during his illness,
have been placed on a screened and
disinfected boat which has been ans
chored in the bayou. With these pre-
cautions it is considered probably that
the foci there will ultimately disap-
pear.
Some of the country parishes which
have put on light quarantines are now
struggling against the heavy expense
involved. In Lafayette a special tax of
24 mills has just been levied to meet
the experree. In Otrachita the shotgun
quarantine has been abandoned. In
Iberville parish the health authorities
tried the experiment of the open door,but as people from Bayou Goula, aninfected point, have been invading noninfected localities, citizen, demanded a
more rigorous quaratine and the
health board resigned.
Surgeon Berry's Condition. —
Surgenn Berry was reported today
to be improving. He was well enough
te receive visitors, and barring acci-
dents, hie recovery is now considered
to be aeoired. The only other doctor
who has been infected is I. John T.
Crebbin, a young local physician. Dr.
Crebbin has been seriously ill, though
his condition today was reported to
be improved.
Flying squads are being organized
to make repairs to screened cisterns.
With the making of affidavits against
landlords and agentai, it is expected
that within the next few days every
cistern in New Orleanes will have been
screened. Owing, however, to the fact
that there is practically no wire in the
city, nearly all the work has had to
he done with cheesecloth, which is
quickly damaged by wind and rain.
Constant inspection willibe maintainedby the ward organizations and the fly-ir,g squads will promptly repair all
screen work that shows deterioatiorC
The Majority Italians.
Of the twelve deaths in the preced-ing twenty-four hours seven bore It21
ian names, two German, two English
and one French. All were below Canal
street. Fifteen cases were handled
during the day at the Emergency hos-
pital. where there have been to date
121 cafes. Twenty-seven have been
discharged and many of the patients
arc convalescent. The hospital authorities say that confidence in the treat-
ment given in the institution is grow-ing among the foreign race..
The Italian Sisters of the Mission-pry Order of the Sacred Heart have
volunteered their services in charity
week, and are working actively to re-lieve distress among the Italian popu-lation.
A FORTUNE FOR SYSONBY.
Gates Made the Offer and Keene
Turned It Down.
Saratoga, N'. Y., Aug le. -James R:
Keene laughed When asked what value
he set sin Sysonby. After thinking
fee a moment, he said:
• "That is a qftestion I cannot answerbecause Sysorrby's value to me cannotbe expressed in dollars and cents. The
horse is not fot sale at any price, and,
under the circumstances, I don't eee
h( w it is possible for me to place a
money valuation  upon
 him."
That My. Keene has no idee of perting with Sysrmby, no matter how
much he is offered. was clearly shownbefore tie running of the Great Republie Sattlfretals Some time before the
race was run John W. Gates approach
ed Mr. Keene and offered him eroo,000for Sysonby. Mr. Keene's refusal ofthe offer was so firm and positive that
Mr. Gates did not attempt t2 discuss
the, matter further, although it is staidbe was prepared to offer a consider-
ably larger sum if Mr. Keene showedthe slightest disposition to fell.
1
SUICIDES IN COFFIN.
Man Takes Life in Casket He Hhd
Made for Himself.
Sioux City, N., Aug: 15.—Lais Pe-
terson, a carpenter: committed suicidein a coffin which he made to order for
himself according to measurements of
his body. After attaching a /rubberhose to a gas jet passing it through
a small hole in the lid, he laid down in
the casket and was asphyxiated its afew moments.
"NOTHING DOING"
Joint Council Committee
Held Useless Meeting.
TO INVESTIGATE
CHARGES NOT PRESENTED.
Letter Read Which Sets at Rest Au-
thority to Issue Health Cer-
tificates.
RULING OF ILLINOIS
QUARANTINE OFFICERS
The sanitavy committee of the gen-
eral council, composed of aldermen
Farley, Orme and Durrett and Coun-
cilmen Barnett, McBroom and Gilson,
met last night in response to a call
from Mayor Yeiser, for the purpose
of hearing the charges filed against
Sanitary Inspector Henry Brush, but
no action was taken. On motion of
Alderman Durrett, the matter was re-ferred back to the board of health(provided there be such a board) and
the complaints are to be in writing,
designating tte specific charges pre-
ferred against Mfrs Brush, arid present
ed before the general council. At the
outset of the meeting the mayor stat-
ed the reason for calling the sanitary
committee together.
Alderman Durrett said that he did
rot bWieve that body had any author-ity to hear or try the case or even to
investiWe the charges, and his mo-
tion as stated above prevailed.
Dr. Pendley, at whose instigation
the chimes were preferred, and who
reported them to the council several
weeks ago, was not present and May-
or Yeieer was ordered to notify him
to have the board of health tile the
charges in writing at the next meeting
of the legislative boards, which board
shall have final jurisdiction .
Alderman Farley warned to know if
there was any such a board in exist-
er.ce as the board of health.
Councilman McFkoom was desirou.
of having the matter settled in some
way, as Mr. Brush was present and
ready to defend the accusations and
that the prosecutor was absent and
seemed to be shirking frcun prosecut-ing the charges. He al,o said that it
appeared to be an insult for that board
to meet arid no one to hack up the
treason for the called session.
Decisive Letter.
Mayor Yets.er read a letter from Dr.
J. N. McCormack, president of the
state board of health, addressed oa-
ths Graves in which he said that under
the state laws of Kentucky the only
persons legalized to sign a health cer-
tificate were the health officers,
and that certificate% issued from Padu-
iah were official •only when signed by
eita.Health Officer Graves or County
Health Officer Dr. Stewart. He also
stated that no fee could be charged
for issuing them. This make, a final
settlement as to Who is the proper
person to issue a health certificate.
Ruling of Illinois Quarantine Officers.
The Illinois state board of health
has officially announced that hereafter
no health certificate under any con-
sideration will be accepted from Pa-
ducah unless signed by either City
likalth Officer Dr. Graves or Coun-
ty Health Officer Dr. P. H. Stewart.
Dr. Horace Rivers returned last
night from Cairo and said this procla
mation by the Illinois. aath-oritiee was
revel and emphatic No person need
attempt to enter that state unless pro-
vided with a certifieate of that char-
acter.
They have announced that it is not
necessary for a person to remain in
airy cetrain place for five days before
being allewed a certificate, but one
will be granted if the health officer
knows of his own, personal knowledge
that the applicant has been free from
any exposures of an infected yellow
fever district. Or if a traveling man
can show by his mileage book or by
affidavit where he has been fcr the
previous five days, he will also be giv-
en a certificate.
Dr. Pendley Will Make a Statement.
Last evening Dr. Pendley, of the
ousted board of health, requested The
Rogister to make the announcement
that in its next issoe he expected to
have n statement explanatory of his
side of the 'talk about health certifi-
cates, his issuing them, etc. He said
that he wanted the irople to have thefacts and that he would take it upon
him•self to furnish these facts. Dr.
Pendley freely declares that injustice
has been done him and that the people
will he convinced of this when they
get the other side of the matter.
ON ARTICLE FOUR
Which Relates to the Mao
Tung Peninsular.
TWO ARTICLES
ALREADY AGREED UPON.
Article Now Up Refers to Sakhalin
and May Possibly Cause a
Deadlock.
PEACE MAKING IS
SOMEWHAT STRENUOUS.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. ,
peace conferenCe was resumed at two
minutes before to o'clock. The plen-ipotentiaries went to the navy yard in
their motor cars, but the trip was a
somewhat slow one on acccaint of the
drizzling rain which made the roads
muddy. Ten minutes after their ar-
rival at the naval stores building the
negotiators had taken their places in
the conference room and work be-
gan.
That making peace is a strenuous
life is illustrated by the daily pro-
gram of work of the peace envoys
and their suites. Eight sessions of
the conference have been held since
the arrival of the missions at Ports-
mouth one week ago, and all but one
of these has been long as to hours.
Outside the sessions, everyone con-
nected with the work has continuous
and taxing occupation with but few
hours for rest and practically none
for recreation.
!the Liao Tung peninsula and the sur-
render of the Russian leases was be-
gun. As the cession of Sakhalin is theififth article, the natural deduction
:ssould.be that today would witness a
No Time for Play.
The envoys have breakfast before
g o'clock; they are in the navy yard
before to, and with the exception of
a brief space for luncheon served in
the conference building, they stay in
session until evening. After this a
hurried dinner is served at the hote's
and die work of 'the eveniag and
night begins. Last night, for M.
Witte andBaron Rosen, there was
art outside duty, and one of almost
as much importance as peace between
Russia and Japan, namely, the consid-
eration of the question of the ameli-
oration of the condition of the Jews
in Russia, with a delegation of emi-
nent American Hebrews. During this
time the Japanese emissaries were
busily engaged in their quarters in
bringing their records to date, in the
preparation of cablegrams, and in get-
ting ready for the next day.
Enormous Cost of Cables.
An idea of the volume of cables
which are daily sent to Europe and
the Far East may be had from the
statement that Sunday one cable com-
pany handled Si0000 worth of busi-
ness, including dispatches from both
the Russian and Japanese peace-mak-
ers, from its headquarters here.
The articles agreed upon are mi-
nor point', and the crisis of the ne-
gotiatioce win be reached on the ar-
ticles to which M. Witte returned as
absolute negative, the cession of Sak-
halin and the reimbursement of Ja-
pan.
Peace terms that Are Agreed Upon.
1. Rustsia'e recognition of Japan's
"preponderating influence" and spe-
cial position in Korea, which Russia
henceforth agrees a-s outside of .her
sphere of influence. Japan to recog-
nize the suzerainty of the reigning
family and improve the civil admin-
stration of the empire.
2. Mutual obligation to evacuate
Manchoria, each to surrender all spe-
cial privileges,' mutual obligation to
respect the "territorial integrty" of
China and to maintain the principle of
the open door.
Russia Still Bluffing.
New YorkoAug. 15 --The St. Pe-
tersburg correspondent of the Times
says that "an Important personage"
declared to him yesterday that if Ja-
pan did not abandon her demand for
an indemnity, the negotiations at
Portsmouth would be broken off this
week.
Every preparation, he said, had
been made for a general mobilization
with a view to a supreme effort in
Manchuria in the present year. True,
the chances of victory were dubious,
'but Russia would play her last card
before accepting dishonorable condi-
tions of peace.
The order for the mobilization will
be issued in the middle of August,
(old style) if peace is not previously
concluded.
Consider Article 4.
'At the morning sessiOn today con-
sideration of article 4. which relates to
LIEGE PROJECT
collisioa and possibly a deadlock. Still Has Attention of thep,ut it appeared more likely that the
qesstion of ,the cessiory of the island
upon which neither side is now prepar
ed to yeett-wtien reached by mptual
agreement, would not be proposed un-
til the end. The policy of each side,
as understood, bei,ng to maneuver to
place the responsibility of a rupture
lin the other, it is. regarded as a prac-
tical certainty that neither will insist
at this juncture upon precipitating a
situation which will-decide this issue.
The plan is almost certain to pass
ever the disputed articles and see how
far an agreement is possible, there to
return and attack the obstacles. This
is the logiell And general method of
diplomacy. It has the great advant-
age of bringing the plenipotentiaries
to a rapprochement upon every possi-
ble point and clearly defining the
points of divergence, narrowing the
issues which divide the negotiations
te the fewest possible number.
Will Be Able to Bargain.
If, for instance, the disptued. points
were reduced to two, as it is consider-
ed certain they eventually will be, the
plenipotentiaries would be enabled tobargain or compromise, to offer prop-
osition and counter-proposition. If in
the end agreements were found to beimpossible, the world would know andbe able to form its judgment of the
merit, of the respective contentions
and place the blame for the prolonga-
tion of the carnage in the far East.
The very fact that ultimately the
world will be enabled to fix the re-
sponsibility for a rupture, that in the
final analysis the two countries are on
trial before the public opinion cf the
world, constitutes the main hope of a
successful outcome of the negotia-
tions.
H. A. ROSE'S WILL PROBATED.
Left Nice Estate in Insurance for
Benefit of Little Daughter.
The will of the late H. A. Rose wasfiled for probate in Judge Lightfoot's
county court yesterday morning. Thedocument was dated June 14, taco,
and witnessed by his stenographer,
Mio.: Ella Bryan. -
 The will names
Mr. Robert Reeves ati executor, but
as he waived the right to qualify
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot ap-
pointed Felix G. Rudolph, the public
adminstrator, to take charge of the
estate.
The will states that all insurance
and property ?shall go for the educa-
tion of his only daughter, Trilby lone
Rose, and that the child is to remain
with Mrs. J. F. Crow or Miss Ella
Crow until 21 years of age. The child
has been living there with Mr. Rose
for several years, and is about 4
years old. The estate consists main-
ly of insurance policies and diamonds
and the exact value is unknown, al-
though insurance policies, all of which
were good, amounting to Pomo, have
been found by A. V. Eaton, who was
Rose', attorney; eto,000 ie in the In-
terstate Life Insurance Company, and
$4.000 in the Equitable. One is an
accident policy for $5,000. k is said
that there was a policy for $tesocio in
favor of the Kentucky Mill Sr Lumber
Co-many. but it has not been found.
The administrator is instituting a
search for it. •
TO REPLACE SCALP,
Novel Grafting Operation for a Girl
Hurt in Accident.
P.,(,irisville, Ky., Aug. i5.—The skin
f a healthy brown sheep will he graft
ed on the head of Miss Edna Pitts,
the pretty factory girl whose scalp
was entirely torn off in an accident
Aug. 3. The operation is without pre-
cedent, but Dr. A. RI Bizot, who will
perform it, believes it will be success-
ful. The first bit of sheep's skin will
be grafted on Miss Pitt's head tomor-
row. The entire operation will cover
several months.
SKIRMISHING IN MANCHURIA.
Eleven Russians Were Killed and Ten
Captured in a Sortie.
Field Headquarters of Japanese
'Army in Manchuria, Aug. 13, via Fu-
pan, Aug. to—(Delayed in transmis-
sion.)—fie Japanese reconnaissance in
force along the line of the railway on
the Kikin road, from the Chang Tuf
line, drove in the Russian outpoists.`1
On August 72 eleven Russians were -
killed and ten captured in a counter
reconnaissance in the section of Kiny-
Om. The Russians were driven back
by the Japanese outposts*.
Marine hospital inspectors are run-
ning on all through trains In Tennes-
see to look after yellow fever sus-
pects. • !1' r
Special Committee.
REGARD PROSPECTS
BRIGHT FOR SUCCESS.
Attorneys in Local Bankrupt Case
Want Ruling Under the Laws
of Tennessee.
IMPORTANT TRUSTEES'
MEETING FRIIDAY NIGHT.
The special committee that hascharge of selecting a suitable site andattending to other matters towards
securing the Methodist college to be
established in Western Kentucky,held anOther meeting yesterday after-
noon in the office of C. K. Wheeler.Several new sites were presented the
committee for consideration, but
nothing definite was done.
'Everything is being gotten in atangible shape 'before the committeegoes out to the public soliciting sub-
scriptions for the college. They seemto thinks that prospects are bright for
securing the college.
Want Tennessee Laws to Rule.On a question of distribution of the
cash assets H. T. Hessig bankruptcy
case was argued before Referee Bag-by yesterday afternoon, but the attor-
neys did not finish their arguments
and the case was postponed until this
afternoon.
The attorneys and creditors of the
Hessig estate are attempting to show
that the chain of Mrs. Catherine lies-
gig, amounting to $22,ocio, should not
be allowed, but half of it shoyld be
allowed, as according to the Aces of
Tennessee, where the estate existed
hall of the estate goev to the mother
and half to the brother.
The estate was left by Fred T. His-
gig, at Memphis.
School Board Meeting.
There will be many important mat-
ters to come before the school board,
at is next meeting. Which will proba-bly be Friday night.
The report of the corternittee willbe heard regarding the selection of a
successor to Miss Margaret Kirk,
who resigned her position as teacher
several week. ago.
Fred Hoyer, superintendent of
buildings, will make his report of
work done.
It is probable that janitors for the
school buildings will be elected at this
meeting.
An Office Going Begging.
Magisterial district Number Five
is without a constable, and there is
a likelihood of the district not having
one goon, as there appears to he no
one Who wants it.
Constable B. F. Sears resigned the
office several months ago, and there
has since 'been no person who is anx-
ious enough for the honor to make
application to the county judge for it.
Weary of Married Life.
W. ff. Paul, a railroad engineer,
seeks final separation 'from his wife.
Ada Paul, by a divorce suit, after
nine years of married bite. Abandon-
ment and other statutory grounds are
the reasons given in the petition. The
couple hailed from Chicago a few
years ago.
Another one to go the same route
is Louis Jones, who asserts that his
"better half" has left him.
LO.CAL OPTION VOTE.
Mayfield Will Spread Her "Dryness"
if Influence Can Do It.
f gone... 4 • • nripai
Next Saturday at Miayfiekt an elec-
tion will tie held in the two voting
precincts that surround the city to
determine whether or not wholesale
beer houses shall operate there ott
not
The city is dry, but the five-gallort
law exists in the county, and as the
corporate limits of Mayfield are not
far from the business portion of the
city, the beer houses are in easy ac.•
CeSS to those who should desire to
purchase. No less than a case con-
taining 52 bottle?* can be sold.
It is conceded that the election
will go overwhelmingly dry and thus
Mayfield will be "dryer" than ever.
The Cuban cossirresa has passed an
amnesty hill to all ex-officials of the
government who were guilty of mis-
condo& prior to the establishment of
the republic.
-
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\ ON THE ISTHMUS
--
COMMISSIONER SHONTS
FOUND POOR PROVISIONS
FOR THE EMPLOYES.
Intimation That the Government's
Eagerness to Get to Work Has
Cost it Too Heavily.
New York, -Aug. os.---The care of
20,000 employes to work upon the
Panama canal was declared by Chair-
man Shonts of the Panama. Canal
Commission,- -settiels arrived on the
steamer Mexico from Colon, to be of
st importance and to have prece-
dence over the actual work of dig-
gin. Chairman Shonts was accompa-
nied on his return by Col. Oswald H.
Ernst, also of the Canal Commission.
Chairman Shonts soid. -
"We went to Colon with Mr. Stev-
ens, the chief enoineer, to see what
had been done and what should be
done. We found the first thing ofimportance to be housing and sup-
plying 20,000 men. When OUT gov-
ernment first took hold of the canal
every effort was directed toward mak-ing the dirt fly. I think this was a
mistake. Time should have been giv-
en toward preparing for the task
by making arrangements to take care
of employes It is true also that the
laborers were not promptly paid, and
that matters were becoming congest-
ed on the railway and seeamers. The
people of the isthmus are not fore-handed, and, with the large addition
to the population caused by the influ-
ence of tbe canal laborers, the sup-
plies for living were exhausted. This
cause the prices to rise, and soon the
laboring classes found that they
could not earn enough to support
themselves.
"To offset this sub-commissary sta-
tions were established to feed.the la-borers, I made an arrangement with
the president of Panama that untilprices became nominal on the isth-
mus to continue this system of sup-plying the laborers. At Colon a large
• refrigerator plant is now being es-tablished, from which all supplies willbe issued promptly, so that shortly allAmerican employes will be able to
obtain the same fare as they would
at home.
"Of course I found freight conges-tion causing considerable trouble, but
soon found that 'by applying thosepractical up-to-date railroad methods
of the United States that in thirtydays the trouble would be eliminal-
ed. There is about 6,000 tons on hand
now. This freight was ordered bythe old commission to be delivered
at certain intervals. We hurried the
matter up and urged prompt ship-
ment, with the result that it all got to
the terminal point at once.
"As to cknrble tracking the rail-
road, that cannot be done at present
even if necessary, but as the work ofgetting out the dirt progresses, we
can easily keep up with the work with
extra trackage. We have supplied
refrigerating cars for the road.
"There are 'about 10,000 employes
on the isthmus now, including the la-
borers."
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. i.—The
peace conference was resumed at two
minutes before to o'clock. The plen-ipotentiaries went to the navy yard in
their motor cars, but the trip was a
somewhat slow one on account of thedrizzling rein which made the roads
muddy. Ter minutes after their ar-
rival at the naval stores building the
negotiators had taken their places in
the, conference room and work be-
gan.
That making peace is a strenuous
'life is illustrated by the daily pro-
gram of work of the peace envoys
and their suites. Eight sessions of
the conference have been held since
the arrival of the missions at Ports-
mouth one week ago, and all but one
of these has been long as to hours.
Outside the sessions, everyone con-
nected with the work has continuous
and taxing occupation with but fewhours for rest and practically nonefor recreation.
No Time for Play.
The envoys have breakfast before9 o'elock; they are in the navy yardbefore to, and with the exception of
a brief space for luncheon served inthe conference building, they stay in
session until evening. After this abu-ried dinner is served at the hotel,
and the work of the evening and
night begins. Last night, for M.Witte and Baron Rosen, there was
an outside duty, and one of almost
as ernich importance as peace betweenRussia and Japan. namely, the consid-
eration of the question of the ameli-
oration of the condition of the Jewsin Russia, with a delegation of emi-
nent American Hebrews. During thistime the Japanese emissaries werebueily engaged in their quarters inbringing their records to date, in thepreparation of cablegrams, and in get-ting ready for the next day.
Enormous Cost of Cables.An idea of the volume of cables
which are daily sent to Europe andthe Far East may be had from the
statement that Sunday one cable com-pany handled Smote) worth of busi-
nese, including dispatches from boththe Russian and Japanese peace-mak-
ers, from its headquarters there.
The article, agreed upon are mi-
nor points, and the crisis of the nes
gotiations will be reached on the ar-
ticles to which M. Mite returned as
absolute negative, the cession of Sak-
halin and the reimbursement of Ja-pan.
Peace terms that Are Agreed Upon.
1. Ruseia's recesgnition of Japan's
"preponderating influence" and spe-
cial position ii Korea, which Russia
henceforth agrees as outside of her
sphere of influeace. Japan to recog-
nize the suzerainty of the reigning
family and improve the civil admin-
stration of the empire.
es Mutual obligation to •evacuate
Ntanchuria, each to surrender all spe-
cial privileges, mutual -obligation to
respect the "territorial \ integrty" of
China and to maintain the principle of
the open door.
Russia Still Bluffing.
New York, Aug. 15.—The St. Pe-
tersburg correspondent of the Times
says that "an important personage'declared to him yesterday that if Ja-pan did not abanchiti her demand for
an indemnity, the negotiations at
Portsmouth would be broken off this
week.
Every preparation,, he said, had
been made for a general mobilization
with a view to a supreme effort in
Mlanehuria in the present year. True,
the chances of victory were dubious,
but Russia would play her last card
before accepting dishonorable condi-
tions of peace.
The order for the mobilization will
be issued in the middle of August,(old style) if peace is not previously
concluded.
MONUMENT.
TO BE DEDICATED AT SHILOH
PARK TUESDAY NEXT.
Erected in Memory of the Second
Tennessee RegimentL a Valiant
Body of Men.
An event of unusual interest will
occur next Tuesday, August 22, when
the monument erected in memory of
the Second Tennessee Regiment will
be dedicated at Shiloh park. TheSecond Regiment was in command of
Gen. Bates, and it distinguished it-
self during the civil war. The monu-
ment now ready for dedication cost
$2,000, which sum was raised by pri-
vate subscriptions. It stands near
The spot where Gen. Bates was se-
verely wounded, and where his broth-
er was killed and three other mem-bers of the Bates family were wound-
ed. The remains of the brother who
was killed are buried at the Mickey
House, s miles away, and it is proba-ble that they wiil be disinterred and
reburied near the new monument.
A barge crowd of Tennesseans will
go up on the steamer Kentucky her
next trip, boarding the boat at John-
sonville.
Maj. J. H. Ashcraft, one of the
commissioners, will attend the cere-
monies if his health will permit.
JOHN HYDE'S LETTER
TELLS NOTHING.
Unsatisfactory Epistle From Former
Statistician Wanted as
Witness.
Washington, Aug. 15.—The prom-ised letter from John Hyde, foemer
statistician of the Department of
Agriculture, in response to Secretary
Wilson's cablegram urging him to re-
turn from England and testify in the
proceedings before the special grandjury which is investigating the
charges against Edward S. Holmes,
the former Associate Statistician, ar-
rived today. •
The truer was as indefinite oa_s
Hyde's recent cablegram to Secretary
Wilson, and nothing is known as tohie intention beyond his promise to
return "as soon as possible."
In the absence of Secretary Wilson,
who has gone to Chicago)
 the letter
v.-as turned over to District Attorney
Beach, who authorized its publica-
tion. It is dated "Southport, Eng-
land, Aug. 5." and is as folliows:
"Dear Sir: Your cablegram of
July n reached me by mail from Lon-
don, August 2. As I stated in my re-
ply, I will return as soon as possibk.
A brief delay is unavoidable.
"Vie carbuncle from which I suff-
ered shortly after leaving Washing-
ton has been followed by a much
more serious one, and I um in bad
shape altogether. As I wish to avoid
going over a third time, I must also
see the specialist whom I came over
to consult.
"I have not been within 200 miles
of London, and the statement that I
was attending the convention of the
Statistical Institute was a mistake.
Very respectfully,'
"JOHN HYDE."
GOV. HOCH FEARED A
KENTUCKY CHRISTENING.
'Washington, Aug. 15.—Gov. Hoch,
of Kane." who is here, explains that
he so long kept secret the fact that
water was used in christening the
battleship Kansas because he wanted
to avoid a repetition of the scene at
the christening of the battleship
Kentucky with water, when the ship,
as it slid down the ways, was bom-
barded with flasks of whisky, bath-
ing her in liquor.
 AZ.
MUCH CONCERNED
FOREIGNERS FEAR CHINESE
BOCOTT WILL HAVE EVIL
EFFECT.
I •
In Creating Antipathy Against Citi-
zens of All Other Nations—
Some Late Views,
!
Wiashington, Aug. 15.—From a ineas
atoe which was ppaneintly originated
by the Chinese in the hope of bluffing
the United States into modifying its
administration of the Chinese exclu-
sion laws so that high-class Chinese
may be freely admitted, the boycott of
r
American goods seems to be develop-ing into a matte, which is giving allforeigners residing in the Cele-ztial
kingdom a great deal of concern.
The merchants of other countries
at first 'hailed with secret joy the ideathat American goods were to be shut
out of competition with English andGerman and other manufacturers, butit is now feared that thet boycott mayturn into an expression of general an-
tipathy to all foreigners which mayhave results as serious as were thosein 1900. Foreigners are now joining
with the importers of Angel ic a it goods
and the Chinese officials to have the
movement suppressed.
This intelligence W21 emphasizedtoday by the receipt at the state de-partment of a dispatch from ConsulGeneral Rogers at Shanghai, which
',vitt that the boycott situation remain
ed unchanged, but that the apprehen-
sion among the foreigners was in-
creasing. The department- explainedthat after several days of delay, sincethe last dispatch from Rogers was tothe same effect, that this apprehension
was one of fear that the boycott woulddevelop into a revolutionary move-
ment like that of the Boxers five years
ago.
Rogers' last dispatch said that for-
eigners were apprehensive, but no ex-planation of the phrase was then ob-
tainable from the department. At the
same time it was admitted that circu-lar dispatch had. been befit to Iiijnister
Rocklin! and the members of the con-
sular service requiring them to keepthe department promptly informed ofany new phase in the boycott situa-tion.
With the empress dowager's power
weakening by.
 her flight at the time
of the Pekin disturbances, and the
consequent !strengthening of those
about the young emperor, the assur-
ances for tranquility in the empire are
considered here far less strong thanthey were to the outbreak of 1902.
SHAKE-UP AMONG
REVENUE AGENTS.
Yerkes Conducts Personal Investiga-
tion—Asks for Four Res-
ignations.
Wla-thington, Aug. 15.—There hasbeen a big shake-up among the reve-
nue agents of the internal revenue
service, but just how far it has goneis a matter of speculation. It is stat-
ed, however, that four well-known
revenue agents have been asked for
their resignations, and at least two
of the four have come on here for
a personal conference with Commis-
sioner Yerkes of the Internal Reve-
nue Bureau.
These are Capt. Charles S. In-gram, in charge of New England work
stationed at Boston, and C. H. Borg,
who has had a section of the South-
west under his charge and haa'beenlocated in Teyeas. The names of the
other two agents who are in trouble
could not be learned this afterncion.Coniumissioner Yerkes has manifestedindisposition to discuss the matterin any form.
It is stated that the shake-up is en-
tirely the work of the commissioner;that he has written the letters asking
for the resignations and has attended
to all the correspondence, not placingit in the hands of the chief of tht
revenue agents or any one else. The
letters were sent out about ten days
ago.
Thos:e in position to know say that
Commissioner Yerkes has personally
been watching the work of the reve-
nue agents, who are really the secretinvestigating officials of the revenue
bureau, and has concluded that some
of them have not been doing their
duty in detecting some of the things
going on.
BEQUEST FOR HORSE.
Will of McGonnigle Provides Animal
Shall Do No Work.
Pittsburg, Aug. 15.—An amoutit suf-
ficient to maintain and care for this fa-
vorite horse, "Ginger," is one of the
bequests in the will of Robert D. Mc-
Gonnigic, probated today. The mon-
ey is left to the executors and it is di-
rected that the Irorac shall never be
ridden or driven except for necessary
exercise. The entire estate is valued
at a little over $3o,000. McGonnigle,
however, during his lifetime gave prob
ably a million dollars to charity. He
was found dead in his room a few
weeks ago under circumstances hob-
crting suicide. He had a few days be-fore paid an undertaker for a first-
class funeral, telling him to take
charge of the arrangements' when the
time came.
Fire at Newark, N. J, destroyedSubscribe for the Register. property worth $too,000.
The Louisville
Evening Post,
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
ONE YEAR $3.00SIX MONTHS 
THREE MONTHS $1.2eONE MONTS 
 5IxSample copy if you wish.
Address Circulation Dept.,
THE EVENING POST,
Louisville, Ky.
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, the best com-
pany in America.
C. B. Hatfield
General Manager.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
URN RAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to we)
come all his old friends and custom-
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Fnone 120,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $175,000
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-See farms: also three safes.
Hoeses for rent.
Telephone. old, 1665.
D. 0. u'ARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
D. .Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates for the varioiss
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
following time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them,
The speakirrgs will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below given;
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savege voting places, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, August 16.
County court house, August 17.
Market house, August 18.
City hall, August 19.
Come one, come all, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipalgovernment of his city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay paintedif we do the work.
Warren & Son, tie North Sixth.
Phone 541-A.
For perfection and %rarity etwoke
Elk Dream roe cigar.
Do You Want To Rent
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. • NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONOF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLEDIN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-PERT INFORMATION AND PRO MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
S. T. RAN DLE, Manager
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATEDEPARTMENT.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
John Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
++++.41.444444+4444÷1÷1 I-444 4444444-11.4-444-144.44-1-1-1÷H+0
J E. COULSON,
III LUMBINC...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduc-st.h, Kentucky:
Capital and Surplus $1515,000;
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Paysper cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firsproof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year as to ante. You carry your ownkey and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a; new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. etc CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 16og TRIMBLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe 'And Household Ooods. Both 'Phones IliP. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil (Se Co'
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, StearniBuiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in InsuranceOffice 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
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NO GAMES PLAYED
Train Bearing Paducah and
Cairo Teams Late.
NO DOUBLE-HEADERS
SCHEDULED FOR TODAY.
Locals Crippled by Illness of Two
Men and Paducah Pitcher Gets
Trial.
BEEKER SUCCEEDS RAY
AS PRINCETON MANAGER.
How They Stand.
W.
Vincennes 
 
17
Paducah , 15
Cairo 
 
it
atinceton 
 7
Today's Schedule.
,Paducal, at Vincennes
Cairo at Princeton.
Pct.
8 .68o
to .583
13 .440
18 .280
Train Was Late.
• There were, no games at Vincennes
and Princeton yesterday because the
train bearing the Paducah and Cairo
clubs was delayed and the teams
reached their destinations too late.
Paducah was to have played at Vin-
cennes and Cairo at Princeton.
Forfeited Galilee.
Under the rules Paducah and Cairo
forfeited Yesterday's games to Vin-
cennes and Princeton, respectively,
by not reaching those cities in time
to Play. It was like getting money
in a letter for the Alices and Infants,
but the rules are plain, so the only
• revenge is to pitch in and take the
other two games.
Bet On Benton.
Rental, Ky.. Aug.115.—A game of
tall was played Sunday at Calvert
City between Benton and Smithland,
the firmer winning by shagging the
ball. The score by innings:
Innings.
3 4 5 6 7 Ft 9—R. H. E.
Benton ..1 Oos000 o '—f6 21 5
SetsithIld oi oolOot o-- 4 6 14
Foul Tips.
Douglas. local pitcher, is with the
'Paducah club for a trial. He is a
• left-hander, and has been pitching for
the L. A. L's., a city league team.
Douglas made a rboer showing in
the -games he twirled and as the In-
dians are crippled by the il4ness of
Manager Lloyd and Pitcher Frakes.
it was decided to give the local boy a
trial. He will get a chance at Vin-
cennes to show his ability.
Attendance in the Southern league
is falling off as shown by the follow-
ing special from Little Rock: "That
Little Rock's days of usefulness as a
Southern league cent- has ended
was partly proved today wheit less
than too people attended the first
game of the last series ',soh the
league leaders. Of course the Tail-
enders lost to the probable pennant
winners, yet thc proper compliment
outpouring was not forthcoming
Shreveport and Little Rock may be
• possibilities floc the 7906 Southern
circuit, yet there are many local peo-
ple who can not see why the towns
sere entitled to representation."
As to the Princeton team, Mana-
ger Ray has been released and the
• management turned over to Pitcher
Beer. This arrangentent was made
to cut down expenses, as the club
could not afford to carry a bench
manager. but had to have one who
could play. Becker, no doubt, is the
best man available on the team for
the job, and be accepted it. Johnny
Ray will return to Vincennes where
he is, employed. There is no ques-
tion as to Ray being one of the best
managers in the league and the sali-
ary necessary to keep hien was ton
much for the shaky condition of the
local club.
It is thought that Beeker %All make
good as a manager and give the fans
a winning team. He will be ex -
to do this at any rate.—Cairo
Citizen.
•
'A' great base running feat wao
pulled off by Maloney in Chicago
Wednesday. Wicker was on third.
Single on second and Maloney on
'first with no one out. Chance hit a
two
-bagger to right field and all three
runners began tearing for the plate
'Maloney, who was on first, got to
third almost as quickly as Slagle did
from second, and they turned the base
al for home running like a team. Strang
fielded the ball in to Gilbert in record
, • time, and the throw to the plate best
the two runners. However, Slagle,
alightly in -front, and Maloney both
slid at firenshan abothe same time
and landed in a heap at his feet. Of
ke0111'Nle the catcher couldn't touch
Them both at once. He tagged the
Erat one, Slagle, but Umpire O'Day
ruled that Mlakoney was s-afe.—Spring-
Arid Journal.
' 'Baseball probably will lose noth-
ing of its popularity by the story of a
St. Ianuis divorce complainant, who
isays her husband loves the game
more than big wife. Whenever his
business has interfered with his go-
ing to a match between the Cardiaals
and the Browns and opt of the visit-
ing enemy, he has cheerfully given
up his ibusincsix This has happened
twice. The fascination of the leading
American sport has always been ap-
preciated, but until now it (has not
been suspected that the charmis of
woman had a successful rival. I This
melancholy complainant's portrait
does not accompany the story of mar-
ital perfidy, but if she is not fair to
look upon, she is a rare exception to
the almost unvarying rule of fasci-
nating and pretty feminine candidates
for divorce decrees. How the male
brute could prefer to sea a lot of men
cut up strange antics on a ball field,
abuse the umpire and yell themselves
into a passion, to the constant affec-
tion of a lovable wife will forever re-
main a mystery to .the gentle sex,
though a thousand confirmed "fans"
sthould offer their pleas in partial ex-
tenuation. Horse racing has ruined
many 'homies, golf has caused eF.-
trangeinents, poker has parted Mall
and wife, bridge whist has provoked
the wrath of the pulpit, dog fight-
and prize fights have been raided by
the police; the while baseball has pur-
sued the even tenor of its impecca-
ble way. To he named as correspond-
ent in a divorce court is the first se-
rious impeachment the national game
has had.—New York Press. This is
the case in which the wife sued Newt
Atkinson for divorce. It is believed
this is the same Newt Atkinson who
formerly played in Paducah with am-
ateur teams and later with Clarks-
viPe in the Kitty.
The Kitty league evidently possess-
es the proverbial nine lives of ,a cat
for Pt point blank refused to die last
night or even be curtaikd.. At a
nseeting of the league magnates and
officers of the association held last
evening at the Halliday it was decid-
ed to continue playing indefinitely as
pee the schedule. This agreement
was reached after a deliberation that
lasted until midnight, and during
whit.% every phase and condition was
t horo:ighly slisctissed,—precedents
were submitted and gone over in a
systematic manner and from the mass
of arguments presented pro and con
it was decided to continue indefinite-
ly, which construed practically means
until conditions shal) arise that will
make it compulsory to close the sea-
son before the termination of the
schedule. The principal and most po-
tent reason for this action was in the
valuable assets that each club pos-
ses at present and it was learned
that to close the season would mean
the dissipation of these assets. The
assets in question consist of the play-
ers that have been developed and are
now and will be at the close of the
season in great demand by clubs of a
BABY TUCKER'S
vioNomuL CURE
Covered from Head to Foot with
Humours—Forty Boils on Head
at One Time—Doctors and Drug
Bills $100—Baby Grew Worse.
CURED BY CUTICURA
FOR FIVE DOLLARS
Mrs. George H. TucIrcr, Jr., 335
Greenfield Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.,
is a grateful mother. "When six
months old," she says, "my little girl
weighed a pound and a half less than
at birth. When one month old a scab
formed on her face, spreading until it
completely covered her from head to
foot, followed by boils, having forty
on her head at one time, and more on
her body. Then her skin started to
dry up, and it became so bad ae.
could not shut her eyes to sleep. One
month's treatment with Cuticura Soap
and Ointment made a complete cure,
and now my child is as large, strong,
and healthy as any child of her age.
The doctor's and drug bills were over
one hundred dollars, and my baby
grew worse all the time. Then we
spent less than five dollars for Cnti-
curs and cared her."
CUTICURA A BLESSING
To Skin-Tortured Babies
and Tired Mothers.
The suffering which Cutieura Soap
and Ointment have alleviated among
the young, and the comfort they have
afforded worn-out and worried parents,
have led to their adoption in count-
less homes as priceless curatives for
birth humours, milk crust, 'called
head, eczernas, rashes, and every form
of itching, scaly, pimply skin, and
scalp humours, with loss of hair, of
Infancy and childhood. Guaranteed
absolutely pure.
k,r• Map, O1.(.•. sod PIlls, are gold thressbart
torrid Potter DIV Cliona , 5•••• go&Or and Om "Sim t• ant liaby amogge,"
higher class. In conclusion the Kit-
ty league for the first time since its
organitation selected and oraered a
representative to proceed to Cincin-
nati and be present at the meeting of
the national board in session this
week in connection with the National
Commission hearing the charges
against Griffith.—Cairo Telegram.
toe a Week for The / Register.
717!) ;T.C) -47•7)
Another Week of
• Big Values and Little
Prices in Wash fioods
Big Sale of Shirt Waists Continues.
Big reductions have been made in our Ladies' White Waists. Espeeiallybig cuts have been made in sizes 42 and 44. Large people can find their
sizes at prices below coat of material.
Clean-Up Sale ot Shirt Waist Suits.
SMALL ASSORTMENT BUT BIG VALUES.
All Shirt Waist Suits at 50 per cent of first prices.
Fancy Suitings.
This lot contains desirable styles for Ladies' Skirts and for Children'sSchool Dresses, regular roc values for
7 1-2e PER YARD.
Embroidered Waist Patterns.
Only a few of the choice patterns left in these excellent values, and on
account of being slightly soiled we offer them at
50 PER CENT OFF.
New Fabrics For Early Fall Wear.
New styles in Flannelettes and Cotton Eiderdowns in neat figures and
Persian patterns. Price
100 AND 15e
 PER YARD.
New Fall Style Ginghams.
A splendid selection of new dark Ginghams especially suitable for
Children's Dresses, at
lot. AND 12 1-2e PER YARD,
L B. Ogilvie & Co.
AGENTS FOR. BUTTERICK PATTER.NS
;I ; - 1/4;._ IL)1:)
/1/...11.1 ••• ..••• ones
•
The Most Complete Rubber l Tire Plant ,
In The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE mosr COM-PLETE LINE IN THE CITY, OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT ISRUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOURWHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WEALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULEJEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS ANDSPRING
-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
444+4+44444 •4+44. ft+
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Excursions
+++++++++++++
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack,
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
anIelf riea hid 
of
Pi tea, a groe'n d °31g°"table; 111 AIIIINE[ WI[II TON
BARRY HENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL.
AUGUST DELIVERY.
Lump 11e
litEGG
NUT 
good rooms, etc. Boats leave cads OILLO Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. • A.
For other information apply to Jas. P"-- 
Brcvn, 1.tent Frink EDGAR ; W WHITTEMORE,
Koger, Superintendent;
.±1 • .c •
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
ErtoN2es arzcl
FtulqitZarte.
Buy anything kid ben everything
218-220 COUXL it. Old phone 13111
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
%V. Mike Oliver,. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregory,
Beaton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room ita Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 303.
_
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone ra6. 40o1/2 Broadway.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 294 Office 251
p.
.1?E'AL- ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTA.: WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAT,
MONTHLY PAYMENT. LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
?LUG^ R W. werrrEmon.E. Paducah. ii•
HEATI NG-
Hot Water as - Steam
J.
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
 a
Everyone Invited
 
— TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THECAMP.ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
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Express Service.
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RAILROAD VALUES.
A late bulletin from ths National
Census Bureau gives some interest-
ing facts concerning the value of rail-
road properties, capitalization, assess-
ments, etc. This bulletin, which was
prepared after an investigation by
experts, gives the commercial value
of all the railroad properties in the
United States, excluding Pullman and
private cars, at $11,244,852,000. The
Pullman cars, are valued at $51,000,-
000 and the private cars at $72,000,000.
What is meant by commercial value
is the value shown by the earnings of
the roads.
According to the report of the In-
terstate Commerce Corinnission the
capitalization of railroads in June,
1-063, was .112,599,9416,254. There 15
a discrepancy between these figures
and the commercial value as calcu-
lated by the Census Bureau experts,
'which denotes an over-capitalization
f $1,355,148,258.
Another fact brougla out by the
census bulletin is that the total valu-
ation of railroad properties as as-
sessed for tikes is very dispropor-
tionate to the estimated connnercial
value indicated by the earnings. The
assessments vary in different states
and in Connecticut alone does the
assessment exceed the comnarcial
value. In many states the assess-
ment is ridiculously below the com-
mercial valise.
It is surprising to find that in some
of the Western states where there has
been so much talk of prejudice
against railroads, the assessment is
yeti, log. It is but 16.7 per cent. in
Kansas and 16.9 in Iowa. In none of
the states except Connecticut does
the assessed valuation exceed 70 per
cent. In the majority it is below 60
per cent.
Ex-Engineer Wallace is about to
to be vindicated. partly at least. It
is being admitted in Washington, and
in administration circles, too, Oat
there is too much red tape about the
uontemplated. work On the Panama
canal, and that this is handicapping
the proposed work most seriously.
The statement is made that the pres-
ident is considering the suggestion of
dividing the work and letting it out
to contractors, hoping thus to fully
fix all responsibility. Ex-,Engineer
Wallace seems to have sown fruitful
seed after all, notwithstanding he left
a 44d job—an over-bossed job—even
though it was for "filthy lucre" and
the good of his reputation long since
established.
Reading the letter of John 'Hyde
between the lines, as well as the lines
thesniselvess it seems that Mr. Hyde is
going to sustain 'his name. He-i77
London, out of reach of the grand
jury investigation to h9 made in
Washington into the Holmes cotton
report leakage, and apparently he is
going to stay. There is little other
conclusion after reading his letter,
which is plain on this point, thougfi
vague on all others. His carbuncle
story is indeed a painful one—to Sec-
retary 'Winos, of the Agricultural
Department.
If China', boycott of American
goods in retaliation of America's ex-
clusion of China's immigrant scum
creates another slaughter of the for-
eigners in that ceuntry, as now seems
probable, it being seriously threat-
ened, then the boycott will become a
roar-back. Another slaughter like
the one of a few years since and the
Flowery Kingdom will be made mince
meat of by the powers. Another
slaughter will not be so gently hand-
led as was the last one. The temper
of the world 'hes greatly changed
since then.
!Conernissioner Shonts, who is just
back from a trip to the Isthmus of
Panama, says the conditions on the
canal are bad, and that the govern-
ment, because of its desire to make
the dirt fly, is being gouged. The
commissioner should go slow or ete
will be called to 'theclerk's desk and
told to quit. He may escape for a
time, just because Secretary Taft is
junketing the Philippines, but the
Secretary won't forget him if he talks
too much.
'Russia continues her bluffing. It is
now sant in St. Petersburg that if
Japan presses for indemnity tier peace
envoys will be called home, a new
arms/ mobilized and the war con-
tinued. These reports only make
Russia appear ridiculeree, at the pres-
ent stage of the Porten-south confer-
ence.
Witte elmuld remember that
RAM ane bas had anti now has
cause to fear the "yellow peril." The
balance of the world has not "cut off"
more than it can chew in the yellow
sine, and therefore finds "the peril"
no great bugbear. MI Witte is too
funny,• it is clear.
Insults have to be swallowed often
When there is no redress. Those Rus-
sians who rail at Komura's terms of
peace seem to be clearly wi/hout re-
dress. They, therefore, have only
to sugar-coat the'objectionabk terms
and swallow them.
Reporters and the Public.
"(Cairo Bulletin.)
Newspar,e,- are not infrequently
taxed with in:wear...7 in reporting cur
rent events, and the chars; is often
sustained. But the fact that mueb of
ttris inaccuracy is entirely due to the
ter,ons who furnish the information
ehich, under the conditons must be
taken as true by the reporters, is not
generally known. !! is, therefore, en-
couraging to observe at there are
those who appreciate this fact and
give it proper weight. If everybody
realized the facts there would be few
inaccuracies in the newspapers. Re-
porters want to be accurate—do not in
vent the mistakes; but almost invar-
isbly do the ben possible under the
circumstances that accompany obtain-
ing the news.
Mr. Owen Root, Jr., one of the man
agers of the New York Metropolitan
street railway, at the last annual meet
mg of the street railway association
of that state, put more sound advice
in his remarks neon the relation of
public corporations to the public press
than can ordinarily be beard in such
gatherings. "My experience," be says,
"has been that the press desires, to
report truthfully the occurrences
which come to their attention, and I
believe that a very large percentage
ce the mietatements of fact Which
we see in the newspapers come from
either a lack of proper information
or from a desire to make a readable
story and without desire to injure
the company concerned." its his
speech Mr. Root staid:
"I do not think you can over esti-
mate in the lorvg run the beneficial
influence Which polite and courteous
treatment on the part of the officials
of the railroad has upon, the reporter
'himself, however small and unitimiart-
ant he may seem, or however poorly
he may be dressed, the cumulative ef-
fcct of polite treatment of reporters
is bound to he wear great in the long
run. I Sin reminded of an incident
which occurred last year when there
%sat some criticism being made of the
New York City Railway company on
account of the rvumber of open cars
that were being operated. A reporter
came to see me one night when I
was leaving the house rather hurried-
ly, and propounded several questions
to me upon the subject. I did not
have time to discuses the matter very
fully with him, but I gave him the
facts and told him to go ahead and
write an interview, and I would stand
for it. I was very mach gratified the
n-at morning to pick up the paper
an elfind an interview occupying a
quarter ,rf a column and which was
far superior to anything I could have
written.'
This is the seundeat of sound sense.
and ought to be more generally coned
erect by those whose positions bring
them in matte With 'news gatheners.
As has been *ell seid by a prennin-
tot Eastern journalist:
'"Every one who sees much of news-
paper men on the active skirmish lien
of rise profession knows it to be true:
First that there are no men who keep
confidences so well; second, that thee
are none whose advice is so likely to
be 'ise as to what should be printed
and what ,aould be left out, and third,
that any good newapaper man can be
trusted to remember that in the long
run the interest of his paper and his
own professional ineerest depend just
as much upon his discretion as upon
his energy, on what he leaves out as
on what he puts in."
When the public reaches the degree
of intelligence that anibles it to ap-
preciate these truths there will beless
fault finding with newspapers, andless reason for unfair criticism.
NEW BOX AND
BASKET FACTORY.
Work of Erecting and Fitting the
Plant Is Under Way.
-_---.-
The work of 'building a newitnanu-facturing plant of the Paducah Box
and *Basket company is raow in pro-
gress. The capital stock of this corn
pany will be $so,000 with W. F. Mor-
ris as president, and H. SeWetts, sec-
retary and treasurer. The main struc-ture will he 6oxrao feet and two stor-ies high.
This concern is to manufacturefruit packagee,..baskets, packing boxes,butter diehes and various similar evoott
en articles.
The location of the plant. as 'hereto
fore stated in The Registers
 will be at
the extreme. west end of Caldwell
street near the stock yards. The ma-
chinery is part here and the other en
route here. The plant when ins full
operation wilt furnish employment for
about iso*hands.
Mr. Morris was formerly comsectecl
with the Mergenthaler-Horton Basket
company and has been a resident of
Paclec-a'h for three years. Mr. Wells
has been here *en year.. and was for-
merly with the Ferguson-Palmer corn
pany and lately with the Paducah
Cooperage company
BLOWN UP WITH DYNAMITE.
Saloon in Ohio Town Excited Over
Temperance Is Demolished.
Millersburg, 0., Aug. ts.—The sa-
loon run by Louis Maechke and Jonas
Deetz was wrecked early today by dy-
namite. The explosion shook up the
country for a mile, and hteldreds of
people in this city rushed out of doors
in their night clothing to see what
was the matter. The saloon, was Id-
cated over the bridge just outside of
town, and the explosion wrecked the
interior, tore off the roof and shatter-
ed the front. There has been 'conic-
derable excitement here over the tem-
perance question, and a local option
election ha., been called on September
2.
WM. C. SANGER IS TIPPED
For Assistant Secrearv of Sae Under
Mr. Root.
Lenox, Mass., Aug. 15.—There is a
report in Stockbridge that Wm. C.
Sanger, of New York, is to, be assist-
ant secretary of state and that the ap-
pointment will be made this, week.
Mr. Sanger is now in Labrador with
Secretary Root. He served as assist-
ant secretary of war under Mr. Root,
and was invited to make the trip to
Labrador by his fsemer chief.
LIFE INSURANCE INQUIRY.
Will Begin in Three States, Including
Kentucky, on October I.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 15--Insurance
Auditor Pierce announced today that
the insisrance department of Nebraska
working with Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Louisiana, Kentucky and Tennessee.
would, on October I, begin an inveRti-
gation of the affairs of the Equitable
New York Life and Mutual Insurance
companies in the states named.
Murray Attorney Dying.
New.. from Mgrray last night was
that Char/es Jefton, the well know('
young attorney of that place, Was very
low and thought to be slowly sinking.
He has, been ill for a few weeks with
appendicitis. He is well known in
Paducah.
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil C.
Rubber St mps Made at liefine
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all
kind's of Rubber Stamps on -
short notice.
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS,
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
In fact, anything in Rubber Saamp
accessories delivered in an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
& STENCIL COMPANY
4034 BROADWAY. -
Old Phone 36.
STORM RAVAGES
Ng.
THE
KENTUCKY, OHIO AND INDIA- RACK [ • STORENA INCLUDED IN ITS
SCOPE.
One Death Follows Many Shocks
From Lightning—Lenses Aggre-
gating Many Thousands.
Cincinnati, Aug. 15.—Reports re-
ceived during the night and today in-
dicate that the storm of yesterday andlast night caused damage estimated at
several thousand, dollars in South-
western Ohio and less serious loss in
other parts of the state and in Ken-
tucky and Indiana.
Hamilton'At amilton 0., the rainfall reach-
ed two and a half inches, causing aflood in the Miami river, which wash-
ed away several small bridges and
blocked trolley traffic for several
hours.
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
bridge near Miamisburg was., washed
away, and it was necessary to trans-
fer passengers over a temporary strut
tyre,
Lightning struck a traction car near
Middletown, O., during the storm.
and Mrs. William Kroeger, of Louis-
ville, suffered a broken rib and otterinjuries. The car was ,r4rtly slightly
damaged, but MCA. Kroeger was in-jured in the panic that enstved.
At Middletown the rainfall reached
425 inches, and both traction and
steam railroads were washed out at
several points near there.
Near Mansfield, 0., Jos. Finney,
aged three yeass, died from the effects
of a stroke of lightning, but his par-
erne, who were stunned, recovered .
Misses Nellie Smith and Lulu Wil-
son were seriously injured by light-
now which struck a farm hearse near
efaryvville, 0.
Severs persons were stunned by tight
rung near Circleville, 0., but all will
secover.
David Watts, the fourteen-year-old
sots of a wealthy farmer in Fayette
county, Ky.. 
 
was perhaps fatally in-
erred by a bolt of lightning while
standing under a tree.
The damage to crops was especially
tansy in Butler and Warren counties,
Ohio.
Tekiphone and telegraph service was
badly dem, ralized by the storm, but
the wires were nearly all again in
service today.
POLICE WORK
WILL OVERTON, ASSAILANT,
GOT IT PROPER IN CITY
COURT.
Several Officers Out of Town as Wit-
nesses in Suit at Wickliffe—
Arrests, Etc.
;-
The trial of Jim D-ulin and Reed
McCormack, white, charged with rob-
bing J. K. P. Hayden, of Mayfield, of$s, was centintnd until today.
Greathouse Cheetham, colored, for
aub)srtesa.ch of the peace, was fined $5 and
Will Overton, colored, was given a
Large, juicy dose that will hold him
for a while. He was fined $50 for
striking an aged negro named Be,
Pingnam with a pop bottle.
John Hill and Jim Vickcrs, of the
South Side, were fined $.3 each and the
costs to be divided.
The charge against Mitchell for
keeping open house on Sunday, was
dismissed.
The trial of W. M. Matthews for a
breach of the peace was continued.
Out of Town as Witnesses.
Captain Joe Wood, John Austin,
Dick Tolbert and George H. Wade
left at 3:45 o'clock this morning for
Wickliffe. They were strummed as
witnesses in a damage suit of Mary
Jane Thixton, adminietratrix, aga:n..t
the Illinois Central Railroad company.
An aged man was kilted by a train at
the Mound City junction about two
years ago and these parties were on a
trail, en route home and sew the ac-
cident.
Arrests 'Last Night.
Patrol Wagon Driver John Austin
airested John Craweeit last night for
indecent exposure.
iW11 Matthews, a negro, was arrest-
ed by Terrell and Grose on the charge
of converting property to his own
use. , He borrowed a watch and re-
falsest to return it to file owner.
Willie Jones, a bucksorne youth
whose color would make a bucket of
tar turn green with envy, was, taken
in custody and lodged under the clock
en vise charge of vagrancy. Willie is
a "piano player for the dark town
esawsiety'" and was a "star" witness
in the trial of Will Overton yelnee-
day in police court. He failed to ilau-
rrinate and said 'he was so drunk thin
he could not remember arrything about
the questions propounded to him.
M. 'Airy Barrie. of Dayton, 0.,
fell under the wheel's of a train on
the Cincinnati Southern near Nieto-
lasville and-botli"of her legs were cut
92. t '
•
&spins
In Moos' Goods.
THIS IS THE TIME OF THE YEAR WHEN MANY BARGAINS.CAN BE FOUND IN OUR MEN'S DEPARTMENT—WE ARE RE-DUCING IT RIGHT ALONG AND MAKING ROOM FOR FALLWEAR, AND THE ONLY WAY TO DO IT THOROUGHLY IS TO „CUT THE PRICES.
Mens' Drawers.
ONE SPECIAL GOOD THING
IN THIS CUT IS MEN'S
ELASTIC SEAM DRAWERS
AT 39c PER PAIR. THESE
REDUCED TO 8 x-3c PAIR.
121/2c GRANITE HOSE REDUC- -
ED TO 8 1-3c PAIR.
Neckwear.
-
ARE SPLENDID VALUES AND IN OUR LINE OF MEN'S NECK-WILL PROBABLY BE WORTH WEAR CAN BE FOUND ALL '?'ORE NEXT SEASON THAN THE VERY BEST 1/1 INGS. OURTHEY ARE NOW. YOU HAVE
FIGURES OF BLUE, GREEN, RED
AND WHITE AT roc PAIR. THIS ANY STYLE IN MEN'S LINEN
iyy Hose
IS A SPECIAL OFFERING OF
DESIRABLE HOSIERY.
PURCULL&THOMPSW6
MEN'S FINELY KNIT FANCY
HOSE IN BLACK WITH NEAT
MEN'S 12% BLUE LACE HOSE MADE.
COLLARS roc EACH. YOU CAN
FIND ANY STYLE THAT IS .:'
All Collars l Oc.
AND zsc DOZEN.
I
WASH STRING TIES AT totMens' Fa
 
 if
•
1
..,
•
•
.4
•
ac FOUR-IN-HAND TIES CAN-ABOUT TWO MONTHS LONGER
NOT' BE BEAT—THEY HAVETO WEAR SUMMER UNDER-
WEAR. ALL THE BEST COLORS AND
STYLES THAT GO TO MAKEA SPLENDID UNDERWEAR IN DESIRABLE NECKWEAR.VERY ELASTIC BALBRIGGAN
AT soc SUIT. BLACK MIDGET STRING TIES,
2 FOR asc.
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
• -1
ie
•
The Old Reliable
St. Bernard Mining Co.,
Has REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT, -
LUMP, -
10c.
- 1 lc.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street.
BOTH PHONES.
J. T. Bishop, M'gr.
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection
Independent Company's Exchange Connection
Discontinued.
Will Meet This Afternoon.
The Hoard of PuhliceWorks will
hold a session this afternoon at 4
o'clock. It is not ertpected that a
great amOunt of business will be
transacted. The sanitary matters of
the city will be an important ques-
tion for the board. They are endeav-
oring to have a clean 'city and will
ask for the co-operation of all city
officials to see these wishes are car-
ried out.
•
The Governor of New Chwang has
warned boycotters of American goods
(that their action is punishable by
death,
The Herculee Gas Engine Works
at San Francisco, valued at $200,000,
were destroyed by fire.
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
..11
L. A. Phillsert, Ph., G, Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 758.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Fifty Indians were Oiled by a land.
slide in 'British Columbia.
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AUCTION! AUCTION!!
We must vacate our present location, and in order to start in our new store with new goods,which are coming from the East, we have decided to cloAe out our entire collection of
Diamonds, Watches, Silverware,
Cut Glass, Cloths and ric-a-Brac
to the highest bidder. SALE COMMENCES TODAY. WEDNESDAY, AT 2:30 P. M., and willcontinue until every article is sold. Sales daily at 2:30 and 7:30 P. M. Select any article instock and same will be put up by the auctioneers and sold regardless of value.Special reserve chairs for the ladies and Souvenir Coupons Free.
•
WARREN a) WARREN
•417 Broadway g 
,sc
 
417 Broadway
Worcester & Glendore, Auctioneers.
GERMANY TO BE SUPERCEDED.
Our Navy Will Soon Rank Third in
General Strength.
Washington. Aug. t5.—The depart-
ment of commerce and labor has giv-
en out sane interesting figures on the
world's naval is.s.vers. crediting the
same to the Hamburger .!slachrichten,
which compiled them. Acording to
these figures the tonnage of the great
navies is as follows:
Great Britain, 1.59071; France, (113,
721; Germany. )41,43: United States,
• 316,523: Italy, 254,510; Japan, 252,661;
Russia, s34,237; Austria-Hungary, Ila,
•336.
 .1
 •The tonnage in course of building
is estimated as follc-•ws:
United States, 324,5oo; Great Brit-
ain. 33S,t4i France, i70,279; Germany
126.557.
When the vessels in course of con-
struction aye completed the United
States will be in third place, instead
of Germany, as at present.
Bids Not Opened.
The bids for the erection of a ha*
ATTTIe dwellieg house by' Mg-. J. 1.!
Deinovan were not opened yesterday
• afternoon, as was expected. The
• opng Was cfmtinued until Thins-
daytafternoon on account of several
codtractors not having their eaten-
lations ready. Mr. Donovan will
build the house on West Jefferson
14
 street, between Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth streets. '
CAME TO LIFE
UNDER DOCTOR'S KNIFE.
Story of Poo,
 Mortern Examination
Which Makes One Shudder.
Des Moine., Ia., Aug. 15.—Lonis
Vie), an Italian, shocked several phy-
sician% and nurses at Mercy hospital
by suddenly regaining life after a
post-mortem examination had beenbegun.
Vie) had presented a peculiar cast,
and was thought to have died. Soon
after his supposed demise the phy-
.siciaris in attendance began. a poet.
geortem examination to ascertain what
might have been done to have saved
'his life. Dr. Conklin, after an incis-ion had been made, reached in to take
hold of the heart, and pinched it
slightly. Almost instantly the organ
began to thrtb at a natural rate andVie) showed signs of life.
The incision made for the post-
mortem was quickly closed, and. Viel
regained consciousneses a few hourslzter. lie will soon be able to leavethe hospital.
Epperson Partner Dies. -W. J. Cornwell, aged 45 years, diedMonday near Epperson, of lung trou-
Me. Hie. was a well-known farmer
aild leaves a wife. The body was in-
terred at Elva. Marshall county.
Mn. Mercy Marvin, eighty years
old, of lifieriden, Conn., committed
suicide by hanging herself with a
sJhawl.
AGAINST THE AUTOMOBILE.
Graves County May Quarantine
Against Their Travel.
The introduction of the automobile
into Mayfield has caused much unhap-
piness and dis.atisfaction to the
Pe( 91e who drive horses and mules to
their vehicles, both in the city and out
in the county.
There horses are not used to auto-
mobiles and perhaps never will be and
only a few of these new vehicles can
scare the horse, for all time to come.
Numbers of families who own good
gentle horses to be used by women
and children are loud in their com-
plaints against the automobiles and
an effort is talkedof asking the coun-
ty court ahd city council to forbid
their gens-ral use on the public high-
ways.
Hundreds of women have quit tak-ing their morning: and evening drivesin Mayfield for fear they would meet
an automobile and their horses would
take fright and run away and kill
some one or more of their families.
Marty parts of that country are wenting to quarantine certain roads against
the use of the automobile on them.
The pecple in some sections are talk-ing of invoking the power of the
courts against the encroachments of
the automobile, the new "animal of
travel,''-ort many of the public high-
ways.
Dr. J. W. Pendley went to Kuttavra
visterday.
THE FIRST COMES TONIGHT.
Camp Yeiser Will Again Tomorrow
Swarm With State Guards.
Cain') Yeiser, which since the de-
parture of the Second regiment of
state guards has been very quiet and
dull, will take on new life tomorrow
morning. The coming_ of the First
regiment from Louisville will revive
the camp. The new arrivals should
'he here by 5 o'clock and in camp in
time for breakfast. The advance
guard to prepare for the coming of
the regiment is already here, having
arrived last night.
With the coming of the First regi-
ment the routine work, mounts, dress
parades, etc., will be resumed, and
the public will again find interest in
the camp.
The people will no doubt give the
First regiment as cordial a welcome
as they gave the Second.
A Pleasant Event.
Last evening a delightful luncheon
was enjoyed at Wallace Park. The
participants were a crowd of young
people who were chapertined by Mrs.
George Clark. The luneheon was
most bountiful and a feast fit for
kings and queens. Among those
prtsent were Miss Caroline Ham,
Miss Ruth Clack, Miss Neill Schwab,
Miss Carrie Owekl, Miss Margarite
Schwab, Miss Ewell Ham, Messrs.
Beaty Kennedy, J. B. Combs, H. P.
Wlatson, Dr. G. B. Froage. Sergi.
Wright and several other officers.
EVIL TO INDIANA CITY.
Woman's Prophesy Starts Wholesale
Exodus From Marion,
Iridianapolis, Ind., Aug. 15.--/Inn-
dreds of families ace leaving idaricn
because of a prediction by Mrs. Viola
Pownell that the city is soon to be
visited by a disurster, the full extent
of which she does not know nor exact
ly what form it is to take. Some time
ago sbe prophesied that all evil places
would be uprooted arid that much of
the worst dement of the city wouldbe scattered. Since that time fort
ot the toS saloons and all the posl-
room% have been dosed and all gamb-krs have been run out of the place.
• Mrs. Pownell is not a religious fa-
natic, but is the mother ofefour chil-dren, and domestic in her tastes. She
says she has "seen the signs; in theheavens in the form of stars."
Realty Transfers.
The fohowing deeds were filed yes-
terday:
John A'. Williams and wife, Bettla
Williams, to Julian Duperrien, prop-
erty on west side of North Twelfth
street; consideration, $225.
Geo. W. Norton, executor of Geo.
W. Norton, deceased, to G. W. Rob-.
ertson, property in the city, $250.
W .C. Rickman and wife, M. L.
Rickman, to J. Nt Rickman, Jr., land
in the city, ;goo.
Mrs. Clint C. Warren, of West
Broadway, is ill of congestion.
_
Most
:If Fragrant
Perfumes
z We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite
odors. Prices always reason-
able, never excessive.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
Druggist
Sixth and Breadway
TELEPHONE 63.
Adam Lewis, Bourbon county's ne.%
giant, is dead. He was six feet
inches tall and weighed 450
pounds.
gm
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PURE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes.‘i
" Family Lump, well screened lic bu.
Large Nut 
 
 10c bu
Place your order for coal with us
West Kehtuaky Coal Company,
no clinkers
Large Egg llc 'bu!
Nut 
 10c bu.
SuccessOrs,To U. S.
Gas, Coal alb Coke Co
'Can IA •
,•13oth phones 254.
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Pt ID OF ANCIENTRETzon.
Isbereee at Williamsburg, W. Y., UM
earth Whist Appears to 1.
Old *e ly Visitor.
,k What seemed to be fragmests atiimene tic iron meteor, which may have
descended to the earth centuries ago,
eras discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a tants
In Knickerbocker avenue. at Cornelis
etreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die.
*every was made at a depth of 40 feet.
A being necessary to remove a hill 31
feet high before the sidewalk level was
Peached.
Upon retching a ton-foot depth in
Iho cellar excavation the men came
beton the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, made
ahem examine ft more closely, and
When they set into a large plece of
the matter they found the interior was
▪ solid mass of iron ore beneath a
eurface several inches deep of har&.
toned yellow chip.
' The search was extended further,
Lad the men earns upon a perfectly
normed ape's head and also a rains
Mad. Al! the matter was turned over
to Prank N. Schell, the contractor,
wire will transfer the relics to sons*
museum.
It appears to me," said Mr. Sate%
°nail when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries, ago, it struck the earth like
• shower of hailstones would. That
eke pieces are all ancient is evident
hoer the hard yellow clay which ear.
mountg each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
)011111•111aving of Special Mora
to Bo riacee on Some et the
Warships.
The navy department Is providing
Dome of the warships wtth a new life
raft, says a Washington special to
the New York World. It consists of
an elliptical copper tube somewhat
dattened, with air-tight compere
mental, strengthened by fine. - The
tab. is Incased in cork, wound with
eanvas and made 'absolutely water.
tight. Attached to this f oat is
rope netting three feet deep, frenn
Which is simpended a wooden slatted
lbottom. The netting is suspended
len the inner side of the seat 'rota
wings which travel on lashings, 'a
that the bottom rests 'a :he propel
position, no matter which side of the
lost falls upon the water when it
is thrown overboard. It dose not re
quire to be righted, adjusted cos
harmed &boat; it is ready for serviof
tba moment it strikes the wets
aers are attached to the sides of the
limit to propel It when it is occupied.
Illeough pergolas cannot get on this
Raft to sink It, and, unlike the lila
boat, it cannot capsize or founder,
mar, like a raft, go to plisses against
Chit sides of a ship.
' The war department to eoneidering
Us advisability of equipping army
hransports with the same sort of
Goat.
NAUTICAL SCHCOL AT MANILA.
/east Odletals to Do Everything Pon.
t• I 
• 
of the instnutioo.
Naval officials at Manila -ostend to do
everything possible for tti, success of
the nautical school at that place. This
institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
'United States navy, who was recently
detached fr m that duty and ordered
borne for complicity in certain irrer
tiler be sin ese relatiens with army sule
aistenee officers at .efanila. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers • free education te
residents of the Philippine isianda in
leech professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform thJ duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. Rut, while the education is chief.
ty of a technical and a profeesional !re-
liant, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography,1
grammar, English and history.
It Is contemplated to provide the
aettool with a practioe ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical !laetrile
den in navigation. seamanship, and
the general requireinents of the pro-
fession for which the students are te
be prepared.
Vilraless Telegraphy for Warship*.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
put in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing-
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer-
bean men of war with asystem of wire.
Less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend 'no system to be adopted for the
naval P ervSec
Believing that Conamander Richard.
ton Clover, naval attache in London.
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire.
lass telegraph expert be pent to Eng-
lead to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems M.
Nipped by Lloyd's agency.
II wet rtelty ,r'n Vow York &atrial.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip it.
lines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is mere thee
• possIblity of the near future. It is
said that an electric engine, in many
of its details unlike anything now in
pervice, has been perfected, and that
K will soya have a trial. If its sue.
yeas is as great se is promised. stoma
power may pass from the Grand ISM
frail sbelflea before January 1. 1K).
*shoo of Minnesota Warm wog&
Minnesota farm leads have
'Strad more than 101 per ceet...'11
Wise duriv.s the owe aim** rears,
—HELPS Ptac IMUSEICESPERS.
items se information Pertaining to
Cat;Inary Departmeart—.Soua•
Excellent Dishes.
Aluminum is now being used sae
ienstvely as a material for toilet arti-
cles. It has advantages over silvet
a being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costs less and can
be treated in an equally artistic mea-
ner, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham eine can
work wondets somefinidtrif---one has
a reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have • small can of it
and mix it through two gills of cretin,
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
dill of ccnsomme in which is dire
solved half an ounce or even less
gelatine. Put this  lista .paper cases
or into little china molds and set
en ice for as long a time as neces-
iary, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
014 potatoes should always be
placed over the stove in
and ne-W' potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice wa-
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before cooking.
Eaicurean butter is served with
grilled meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfills of fresh butter
.n a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiut of a sit
'et- knife • mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
nto dainty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
rpreading thin ovals o2 bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and • little =Lyon.
naisa
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
used in doughnuts and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to burst out
be very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow-
der makes the dough rime slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated siniply by
moisture. Therefore, tf rote would
have the best resulte, either put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense heat,. that they
may bare time to rise before a brown
mar is formed. or lee them stand
lea samurai to rise. sat then put
them Into a hot eves.
Crers.med chicken or creamed rwoots
breads may take the place of creamed
oysters, and are really ale0141 whole-
some and mods easily procured. Par-
boli the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pale allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fine.
Stir these into a pint of cream sauce.
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most
mrefully boiled and cut into dice al-
low a can of mushrooms and a pint
of cream sauce.
FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
ettractive Vesture* of Waists
Gowns for Summer Wear--A
Season of irlouncoo.
Apropos of revivals, it may not be
amiss to hint that a return of the
pannier overskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fa-shim authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waista are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowne.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
eaundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which ie
distinguished by perpendicular line.
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
teep mitten-shaped cuffs of laze, the
hit* threedffir Withdritrrner-VOTra-fib.
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Quite a numbee at the new fancy
waists are inside with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
P p the edge of the lap, sometimes •
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a Abet and concealing the fas-
tening of the bodice.
gawp tbo Mother Young and Mapp
This charming power to throw away
tor the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
(see when we lay cooing in her arm*
and she was the happiest of women in
soneequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her IT the time we are
erown? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
sibly misinterpret me into meaning
that we are to turn sobee essualderee
Ilona into foolish -idle:tile. What I
melte mean is that many matters
would be improved if a sense of Immure
shed its light upon heal; and this oaa
hoot ho oetiompliab• 4 by giria—Hebill
Oeudise. 1111 Ladial ems smory.
A JUNGLE "INFAIR:'
IN
 aCOUNTY la southern 
ago there 
mraler stilloi
 sa4ra.
mained a rural section which the people in
tits towns designated as the "jungle." a term
of contumely handed down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolatedby'impassable roads and covered with dense
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon coo.
'eyed the family to church on Sundays whoa
the people on the prairie rods is "'prima
wagons' or owned buggies. There was one
prrraffluig style of architecture, which is still
frequently seen, the square log how* with
ens room and a boxed-up kitchen at the sides
The Dents streaming through the one small
whitlow Mowed such decorations an tke
elate as a. shotgun and ride, the horn pow-
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
.4 the hunt, while on winterei enings the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire-
p/soe threw shadows in and out among the
feetoons, of onions, a dried pumpkin, aad
"middlin's" suspendeinfrom the rears.
The house in which Rester Lane was bora
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to watery
hoodesielelawiderexperience with the mite
side world than the weekday walk to ths
'merest village, and an annual journey tote.
county seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the lc.
of six, when she must trudge each day fot
It miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the hoes
getting the most of the "schoolin' because
the girlemarried and had no use for it.There were no bachelor maids in the "jan-gle." Marriage was a oertainey about wkieb
there could be no doubt.
Hater Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" called a "good, smart girl,". it
WWI expected eta would make a good match.11 the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was became
Hester's hand trained the morning glory
vines over the window in summer rued hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy"
hocks and princess feathers. Tin peas
and pails shone nowhere else with suchbrightness and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Besides
Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts
on the long winter evenings than any other
girl in Oh* "juggle," where • feather bed
and bed-ding and a cow was the dowry every
bride . was expected to bring to her bus
band.
Hester had her choice between Squire
Bludeoe's eon William and "Jim" Gillian/
whom father was the big land owner in
the "jungle" and could set oil ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Be.
big a prudent-minded young woman. Her
ter took "Jim" and Use wedding day we.
set for Octorter.
Squire Bludsoe, who had "tied the knot"
In every marriage ceremony which had
taken place in the "jungle" for a decade,
officiated, and supplemented the
wit' such edema advice as he d=dag
seminary for the young people to take. •
wedding
tii
 
in the "jungle was a quiet 
celebration being the "Infair" on the
drab.
following day, when the young husband took
his bride to his father's house.
Pine and proud Hester looked as dos
sat beside "Jim." on the front seat of the
now wages In her "infale trees of "elcy
him detains," trimmed with white lace at
the ruffles, and her List season's hat
decorated with fresh ribbon bows. This
going away costume represen tad the savings
en the sale of eggs and butter above the
family groceries for many weeks. It wee
"handmade," too, a sewing machise seC
pet beteg one of the luxuries of the Leas
household.
Early as they were, the nnfair" easera
were arriving before theta. The chairs
were arranged in • semidry-Ls around the
room, and "Jim" and Hester eat dews
near the open door. The company, the
elder members fret, cams forward one by
sae and 'shook them by the hand and vid•
tared their congratu'.ations. There was
en'y tem phrase in which the good withal,
weld be emareyed. ''I wish rou much ley,'
repeated each neighleca, solemnly, an see
down again. Then there was silence in the
room, the guests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their am
barrassinent by owasienal whispers to sash
ether.
When the jests and witty sayings
enlivened the festivities of ths "jungle"
were exhausted seine of the older folks bo
gas reminiaceasing ef former wedding es-
easier.
'It's curious how the world does change,'
said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor. He and his
wite ie` Asnt Laura," were the pioneers
of "'eagle.
w 
"You young folios vent
get married and start out in the world
nowadays don't know what hard times are
You've lumber to floor your house with,
and a rook stove, and you can bey bade
and chairs and table already made. In
wasp% so 50 years ago, when Laura aad
pet hitched.
"Lasts lived at old Kaskaskia. Hee
father had come over ea to the Lifson' side
from Kentucky, and I, being a raying chap
and tired of Tennessee hills, turned up there
yes day and went to work for him. Seed-
ing was all done by heed is those days, ea4
Laura helped In the corn planting. We fell
in love and were married. One day aftse
that I took Laura up behind me on a horea
end with all our worldly goods tied Is •
bundle we darted out to seek our f
In a new country. We never site=
we reached the jungle," and teak tip 6
piece of land and built a cabin. I made an
the furnitere with my own handa, and
I/coked en the coals in the fireplace. rM
le go to St. Louts for almost everything
In those days, and Laura staid done in the
wilder-uses, but the 7ndians were gone, and
there wasn't anything more dangerovue is
the woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'infair' dinners hi
those days," said 'Jim's' father. W• hadimesee and venison, which we shot in* tie
woods, and for cake and pie we had good
torn pones baked in the coals on the hearth:
'Jim'? mother didn't have • store-be:L:1
wadding drew like Hester here, but
linsey woolsey she wove herself and card
the wool for in too. There wian't no 6.•
hats in them diem the girl was proud who
roadd get a bit of eaters to make a amber
see'
There would have been more stories of the
good old days when simplicity reigned 4•1
wedding feasts, but the men must hamy
sway for the "houee-raidna" end before
the sun went down the logs4"JIm" had
'greenfly hewn and piled on a pretty
es the ten sores were In their pleas Oftit
SSW home less ready in the "jungle."
Inithe evening "Bill" Bledsoe, the ree
tetejmiter, to show that he cherished w•. brought his fiddle and there was •
tirand the wedding festivities seereMla the new here. a noresewarer
"Jhn" and Rester GO tivteala
"jvagla," but the little -Mrs
added to It, and a neat pieka
welll-kopt metal:had
the is
le bite a
sod the
win soma
tit ankpoosgs.
ANIMAL 11,S YCHOLOG/
Questions Suggested by the Pecs.
liar Habits of Raccoons,
laietatene lee boutkora Oteservear es
tam Wayo or the Seemingly tar
tolligent Little Denisenag
of the Woods,
nanstreal psychology is to be studied,
I see, in Paris," said an observant
eitizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times
-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
subject up in a systematic way. That
Is Is good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
toubt be productive of much interest-ing data. Heretofore what scitatists
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learned, has been of
theoretical nature, an it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the purely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
among the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one enay find so much that is artificial,
so much that is out of harmony with
the natural order of things, would
not be the place to prosecute in an
Intelligent and, satisfactory way a
study of this interesting subject.
Surroundings a trifle more rugged
weraid seem to afford a better oppor-
tunity for the observance of mental
proresses in the lower order of life,
although, of course, much may be
Learned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
Rates these scientists might find muchdata that would give them a more
definite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.
That little trick of the-oppossum, forinstance, when he feigns death, shows
au element of shrewdness which one
rarely finds in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why is it that he will leap up on one
side of a tree and then jump as far asbe can from the other side? It Is.
trick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be-
tient he is up the tree. The 'coon has
practiced this game for so long that
no well trained dog will ever howl up
a tree until he has circled around it
several times to see if the game has
sot resorted to the usual make-believe.
'Wiry is it thac a 'coon, when the
tree is falling under the effect of thehunter's ex. will 'scamper dowee thetrunk of the tree toward the stump?
Ile has two reasons for doing it. In
the first place, unless the dog knowshis business, he will rush out in the
Erection of the falling tree,. believing
the game will scamper out front the
top. In the second place, he reasonsthat it is safer for 'body and limb
In either event he is reasoning about
the thing. It is a paychological pro.
ass. Instances have been reported
oy hunters of where 'coon• wouldleap trots the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who wouldhang around the stump until they
eould scamper down the trunk of the
u-ee. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make,"
soncluded the observant citizen, "is
that the woods are titled with lisps.
evidences which might give the sci-
entists a clew to the reasoning met'''.
ods of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS,
Soominal Olt 11111g4.• se rue Cob. of ,
Certain Eleast• and lairds
Quickly °sour.
A polar bear would not have
ohence in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose.
Ihe sailors who first landed on vari-
ous unknown arctic shores and baye
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals, and begin to stalk
them at a considerable distance, lying
down fiat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an ics hummock, when
they would get up. peer over to see
if the -"seals" we're alarmed, and
wriggle on again. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
lose when the bear got up near, and
rowed that the be put his paw over
his muzzle to hide it. The Araie
foxes, the "blue" lima the ptarmigaa,
ryper and ermine all undergo the sea-
sonal change to white by an identical
process, says the London Spectatos•
The hair or feathers, as the ease
might be, lose color and turn white
by what may almost be described as
an instantaneous process. In the
foxes and birds the white comes in
patches; but the speed of the color
Arturo is remarkable. There are
many stories of people whose heir
has turned white from shock "in a
single night." Juoring by the birds
end foxes, these stories nrst be true,
do one ever sees the process of fad-
ing going on. Tle feather or patch
of fur which was brown or smeky
gray suddenly whitens. 'Yet so one
has actually seen the color going.
The explanation usualy gives is that
It takes place by night. There seems
so "half way" tint ietween the white
sad the original °Woe.
V. oat eit me Rata.
The Father—I as so glad Joie rot
sleeted to ragresa.
TM Mother—Yes It's, groat es
Sof. Re has tried an Iraq ways of
wain • livlair sod 111001,—Deassee
a a•••
'vacs GIRLS THEY LOVE.
I Singular Prating)* mat Is saisulweie
La by lions• Young People IA
Ponasylvania.
At Shamokin. Pa., sponse queer saw
toms have survived the march of prog-
ress among the Poles and Russians.
Due of these observer:ices is "switch-
ing day." It is a favorite day foe
bashful lovers, for swiftness Of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap-
tures the belles of the oommunity,
says an eaate.rn exchange.
hPor days the man has been in train'
Lug for the run of his Ufe, while the
maids adjure corsets an4 rub lini-
ment on their kneecaps every night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switohlieg day" arrives.
The man sees before the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pick. All he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she is
fleeter of foot than he and escapee
she is free. If the man is beloved of
his quarry she seldom gets away,
though his feel are abed in leaden
shoes.
"Switching day" at Shamokin is
Master Sunday, when ell the lads and
Wanes of the maintry round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run la
accepted an a token that ski* is not
averse to her pursuer. The youth's
start is accepted as a proposal,' and
so matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry he must providnfor
all the days of his future Ufa
Pathetto indeed was the illostratioa
st this fact in the case of arab Man-
bob, who was 'by all odds the hand-
easiest girl in the Russian colonise
for many miles about. She was tell
,.ad slender and her eyes were azure
blue. She was erowned with gold**
hair, which grew in dainty ringlets
Mose upon her bead. Miss Manbok
had more miters than she could ao-
eept, and the was vary eoy. rest of
foot, the maid had, sire arriving at
a marriageable age, passed one
"switching day" in safety without the
giving of her promise.
Miss Ilanbok until aeon on the ree
sent festival occasion had imoreded
In outdistancing all her pursuers.
Many were the races she had run, but
waver had a switch or a pal of water
Dome within reaching distenee of her
petite form. It was then that Andrew
Kobinsky, a shrewd young man., who
bad purposely waited until Miss Man•
bob had become fatigued, rave chase.
00 darted the maid, and after be.
opted the pursner.
Down the railroad track they
slashed, all unheeding. So exeieed
were both contestants—the man rna-
sing for • wife, the girl for liberty—
that the approsch of a train was us-
eotieed. The engine tooted shrilly
and at its blast Miss Malabo)*
righted, stumbled and fell upon the
raft Both of her legs were cut off
below the knees, but the. doctors say
she will live. And Kobinsky, regard.
lege of her being a cripple, deedepes
that be will keep bee swednentre tie wed
her just as soon =enble es
have the nurse's cares
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Cenigis• and intorsetisg DIV•Platela
AlMateaft Yon./ Folks in
nos. Empire.
Fred W. Carey has recently twos
traveling through an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
U. between China proper wild Burmeh.
In the account of his journey, which
he recently read before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the colts
try, though his opinion of the men is
not so flattering, says the New Yorh
Sun.
In their !so* and figure, he says.
these Shane resemble the Japanese,
and 'the women are, to say the least,
Jost as unconventional and fascinating.
There the resemblanim en.. The m-
ars lazy, good-for-nothing fellows, who
never work unlearn they are absolutely
obliged to do so. Tbe women toil dur-
ing the summer in the rice fel& and
spend their time when at horns In
weaving cloth and in household do-
ties. They wear a very pretty or.
turns, including • long whir peal-
rat, which is much more hermit:It
than the ugly misshapen trousers of
the Chinese won,
Mr. Carey describes • diversion of
the young people which very much in-
Wrested him. As he passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed balls,
which they call love balite and man/
times he was pelted with these love
misalles. He says they were of course
sot intended to convey any message
to him, but at the teakettles whisk
take place during New Year', theme
«tiered balls have a very Important
part to play. On these occasions noth
big could be more significant to a
young man, for she is very oarettil to
throw it only to the particular young
cries whom she would like' to marry.
Thus she expresses her preference foe
one or another of the arsine. If Or
young man catches the bell, the feet
Is • sure indication that ha wham*
to wed the girl, and the engagement
might as well be annowitied at ono's,
But if he misses the ball, the fact ha-
dictates that he does not reciprocate
the affection the midden, desires Se
give him, and she must find a /ores
elsewhere. At all other timea the game
I. simply a mode of flirtation, whoa
the maiden or man who fails to catch
the bail most pay a forfeit to the
throwea
0111•1•1 Charts.
The queen's footmen wear wigs
Which have eight rows of earls, where'
no those of the prior of Wales are ab
leeral seer rows, and those of the
lard swayer et Leedom are Ores waif
ska,
TIE REVENGE OF ANDILALL
This Unpleasant Soatiasont Simsnidi OS
So Well Developed Lu 14111Mill
of Thom.
'A number of authentie anecdote/
have been oollected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge is very well de-
veloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example,
have long memories when they ars
subjected to treatment that Forte
their feelings. Capt. Bhippe, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
riven an elephant a. sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the incl.
dent when tie next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaute at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up.
One day, just as a small elephant and
It. driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant seized the
pail and drank the water. The smallas
elephant, conscious of his inferir
strength, showed no resentment but
bided his time. One day he saw his
enemy standing broadside by a well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed fur-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the side
and tumtied him over into the well
An Indian missionary tells of anise
discreet person whom be saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let.
tuce salad which no elephant has any
use for. The animal was rather sloes
in anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whoosh* suddenly seized the man's hat
from his head, tore it into shreds and
hung the fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
A British magazine told, awhile
ago, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter and never missed a
chance to mix up in a row. Most of
the dogs in the neighborhood bore
sears as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could match
Mem in a fight. The idea finally ea
stirred to them, however, that there
I. strength in %Ilion, and so one night
about a down of them went to the
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
niflicted. When he recovered from the
*criminate he was ac/tinged doe, hav-
ing wholly lost Ida taste for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith, a zoologist. told
Darwin that one day he saw a tame
baboon in onth Africa bespetter with
mud an officer, who, all spick and span,
was on his way to parade. The officer
had frequently teased the animal,
whieh took this effective weans of re-
venge. Parrots also are among the
animals that do not soon forget per-
sons who tease or maltreat therm
They sweetie find sonic wk: to ply.
some onpleseent momenta to those
who are unkind to therm
_
START OF 3IIR SHOE TRADE.
A 1111o4.4 of the Origins1 Vesetory es
So Placed ea isseseteiou re Inos-
ton Leather Expoettion.
There Is to be a &hoe and leathee
exposition in Boston, which contin-
ues to be the chief market for boots
and shoes in the United Salton, and
one feature of it is to be a reprenue-
lion of the original shoe factory in
the United States, says the New Y orb
For many years after the settle-
ment of the American colonies no at-
tempt was made to manufacture
boots and shoes for the, market, foot.
wear being imported from Engles*
end France. This was a period of
hand-made shoes exclusively, lord in
tows* large enough to have a local
shoemaker, he supplied all the needs
of the inhabitants. In towns not
large 'trough to sustain a village oob-
!der • traveling shoemaker went from
please to plats., stopping • day or a
week at each.
Bo far as is known, the first shoo
factory in Massachusetts was site-
ated in Donvers, not far from the
historic house in which Gen. Porter,
of revolutionary fame, was born. Am
early as 17801 various shoemakers were
at work eurreing, cutting and ethos-
making at the original factory be
Danvers.
The original shoe factory of Dan-
vers can, it Is said, be reproduced
without undue expense, and as the
boot and shoe interest in Messachn-
setts is now not only well establishedbut enjoying an unusual amount of
commercial prosperity, with a large,
foreign market than it ever had be..
fore, it is thought probable that that
exhibition vrill be representative he
many respects.
The chief countries to which Amor.
Iran shoes are sent ere Australia%driglited, the West Indies, Cape Tows,
tezioo and Canada.
How to levee,.
The man who gets the most out oillife is the one who is always icoolail
up, whd I. deterrained that everythinghe does, every in•netroent he makes%
shall leave him a little higher rip, •dttle further on. To learn, therefore,
how to spend for the higher facultiesinstead of the lower, ma that the mea1,j1
srualities, rather than the animal. maybe developed, is a problem that ssw
.fronts es.--43u CePea a,
Easy Mean Mon.
Yoe, will Ind a rood many men era
mean, of whom you did not expect It,
=
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Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone 237& Clay Sts., phone 38.
I. K. Hendrich, J. 0. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms I, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3T.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
'Or First-class Upholstering, .Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
• short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
ers to 219 South Third St.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
tog r-s North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Cc -operative
Business a Specialty.
I.
T. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 13 and ta Columbia Brdg
Old Phone ma.
Very Low Rates
Announced, VI*
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
I Extremely low rates are announc-ed via the Southern railway frompoints on its lines for the followingspecial occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the abcnre occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points frdm all stations on the
Southern raihvay. Detailed ,informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Ines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.'
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGEAFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St.
Loeb. Mo.i
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
zoo Room Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
C OXM ODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want wour clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Snits made to order.
E. H. PURVEAR,FLOURNOY & REED ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
LA WYERS Rooms 5
Reams to, U and is. Columbi
Building-
Paducah. - 
- Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Rooms 216 and ailL Fraternity arms
• 
Wili praet!te In 01 courts of Kz.
at
sadI.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
ix> NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to 10 a. in., 1 to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. in.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
 
AIMIllarafeteehral
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
aiot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah, Kenlucky.
—When in Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General B lac ksmit h-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Roth Phones figs.—ROOMS 203 and sloe
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
• PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
rINTRACTOR AND . BUILDER.
I Tr work and fencing a specialty.
Phone tux
and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Bffaillnly, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4. Columbia building.
Phone roes Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
305 South Third Street
Residence over store.
Both Phones 110 
—Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & River*
120 North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residence mix Clay. Old phase Air
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 24o at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. in.; i to 3 1). in.: 7 to 9 p. in.,
A. S. DABNEY,
--DEN T IS T—
Trueheert
Henry Mermen, jr., the reliable
hook manufacturer, Blank Rooks,Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder is Paducah
Library work i specialty.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body nussoulge, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
Street.
At the head of the clan, Elks',
Dream roc agar. • 
_
Wile.YAXAT1 If A WIRY ONT.
With His Head a It Hornet's Newt
Title Soldier Was Sate from the
EhesitY'S Fire.
"I was in Chickamauga park a
aloft while ago," said an old veteran
who had been discussing the reunion
it Memphis, to a New Orleans Times-
Democrat man, "and I was impressed
with the number of old veterans who
still hang around the hills that have
been made memorable In the coun-
try's history by the fierce battle
that was fought there in the '60's.
Mere is something pathetic about it
to me.
"Tbey are typical of the charactee
Id the man who followed the foe
'Am IN A HORNET'S NEST.
knee of the lost cause. But many of
them are full of good stories, and 4
recall one story told me by an old
sonfederate now running a livery
stable in Chattanooga. He is fond of
telling it on himself. It was durisig
rue of the preliminary skirmishes at
:hickamehga.
"The federal troops had restated
the top of the hill, and the confeder-
ates had been forced down een the
other side. They bid behind stumps
sf trees, fell over behind logs and
sought other places of concealment
Is their effort to escape Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind a log, with
ILty face down,' said the Chattanooga
liveryman, 'and I could hear the
Yankee bullets whistling over my
head or burying themselves in the leg
behind which I was hiding.
"'In bugging up close to the log I
bad shoved my face in a hornet's
nest. The hornets covered my face
sod head, and I lay there picking
them off one at a time until I found
in opportunity to escape. Soon after
thst I met a ragged looking soldier,
sod he said: "Great goodness, Jim,
what on earth is the matter with
four face?" I told hint I bad shoved
It into a hornets' nest while dodging
Yankee bullets. "You must have suf.
fared fearfully," he said. "No," I re-
piled, "I never experieneed a more de-
Helens feeling in my life," and really
',lever enjoyed anything so much air
I did the sting of those hornets."'
'be old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt he really felt
that the hornets' nest was a pleasuys
resort under the ercumstances."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
Den Steals Bank Hooke.Deeds to Val.
stable Property and Money to
Make a Bed.
Mrs. Elizabeth Flecknoe, of No. lieti
Metropolitan avenue, Williamsburg,
N. Y., found some lost benk notes and
deeds of property under peculiar eir-
sumetanoes the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
a tin box belonging to her had been
iswelbly opened and $400 in bills, three
bank looks and property deeds stoke.
THE MISSING PAPERS FOUND.
Kra. Flecknoe, alter a vain search,
bamplained at the Herbert street po-
lice station, and said that only a per
son well acquainted with her premises
sould have committed the robbery.
The woman has a pet pugdog, which
knows every nook in the house. For
several days past Mrs. Fleckno• had
notdeed that this animal had found •
snug place to sleep behind a hat rack
in the parlor hall, and when she re-
moved the rack to dust it she found
the missing bank books end deeds.
There was no trace of the money.
Mrs. Fleeknoe called the dog. When
the animal saw that she had posses
"ion of the bank books and deeds it
tried to seize them. The police ars
of the opinion that the dog has
Lb. money.
Wants to sew Pile Pa,
The son of John Eimith 1. 
.0412
be see his dad, and puts this
tisement in a Texas paper: "If John
lhadth. who 10 years b.go deserted his
at wife and babe, will return, saidwill knee* the sinfApg Ovaed
o'
drOUNEirs BUREAU.
ST TOM P. MORGAN.
There is a wreck down at Spooner'shouse—a wreck that was formerly a piece
el blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a weu on his head. The wreck
la question used to be saluted by his creci
Rote as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, in the highest
octave, now is sorrow and woo in largeQuantities and a dilapidated bureau in re
azarkebly small pieces.
T. bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly as
wt. Unfeelio4 neighbors used to some
times sneeringly remark that it had mors
the appearance cf having'come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hogs
fun through your cabbege-patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so aGe will take then
sneers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled over
the happy home. How to. get. it, sway was
what agitated his mind.
Spoonerh only daughter, eyelash., had,
at least, been so fortunate as to corral s
fearless being, who made her hie wale-and
ehe was Cyclonia Spooner no. longer. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to the
tribute the idea that, but for this aims
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinous. Far from
It! She ply ceased, as a Spooner, to
make the menu at three daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to re-
mark ,plaintively that woman's mission on
earth wee not dearly defined around the
edges.
Now that their daughter had succeeded
In committing matrimony in the fine
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. After
much Centicular thought, the, decided to
present her the sacred bureau, arcunf
which clustered such hallowed aaeocistione,
Ile the.. indigesons to an old buffalo
robe.
The sawed bureau was located in the
seeoed story of the Spooner domicile, ia
the "spare" bedroom! How to get it down
stairs was the question.
The time, several years before. whoa
Seep, the draymas, had naiad the poe
derous piece of furniture to the mooed.
store window, by means of uek rope end
profanity, was still fresh in Spooner's "sleet
Be remembered that Jaw hod measured
the bureau, which was an enormously de
"eloped affair and ties had measured the
stairway.
"Too wide for the stairs," Was Jagger row
diet.
So without any more foss be had pre
seeded to haul it up the side of the house
sad introinoe it through • window.
.But Spooner considers himself • peer is
She way of concentrated think, to any two
lagged draeraan that ever wore • hairy hor-
ror for • beard and charged 40 pieces of
silver for carrying a 130-eent trunk tinblocks. He knew, without measuring, that
the stairs were wide enough for the bo
rean. Single-handed and alone he attacked
the lugubrious pion of furnitare in its oars
satire spars bedroom.
By dint of much palling and as equal
mount of heeling, he succeeded in wrest
brig it to the head of the stairway, is spits
of the feet that it seemed continually to
sock its dew* into, the floor, In • deter
winged effsrt to rata the departers.
Getting ahead, he carefully lowered thebursae toward himeelf. The operation was
only marred by the trifling accident of al
She drawees dipping out at use and the
SIMIO tams, and all but the last one barkleg some portion of SpooneOs person se
they fell, • wooden shower, upon him, andlanded below in the "jog" of the wan%
say. The last and l•eaviest drawer de.parted from the regular order of proosed-
isg and lit, wrong side up, on • Spoorker'sbast shoulders and bowed head. His hold
se the Mayflower heirloom slipped and the
sawed piece fell forward epos him, the
*ma striking him exastly Nemeth the chin.
Down they went, with eh the szeitement
tad celerity that atteod the manage cdlimo rushing frantically dowitthe corridors
of time.
Spooner was a trifle In advance of thebureau when both arrived in the "jog" of
the stairway.
The drawers 'which led made thairdetarie
a few seconds before, lay in a confused heap,
with all possible corners upward to vet
peens the no' hilarious Spooner.
Be landed on all these corners and era
seal more that seemed to put in an appear.lace for that occasion only, and the er
shant and vindictive bureau steed square
• on its head on his quivering sorporosity.A wild, mated yell, so Aare yet so vol.
ominous that It startled the bate out of thegbimney and brought Mrs. Spooner to theloot of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shrieked.What, oh! what has happened to it?"
Presently • taint voice piped up from thebottom of the pile where ernoner was dobig • contortion aot beneath the bureau:
"The preeions bureau is uninjured aspet," it said, "but I am mortally wound-
sal by this caLinet-made demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of hoegouse, buried beneath • mountain of ro
normalise furniture and with no insurance
as his life, Mrs. Spooner • rare for Desist-
ance. Presently she returned with neigh-bor Killer. By his strong arm, the wreckd manhood was drawn from beneath the
till ernItant heirloom of the Roundheads
Another measurement was instituted, andden former decision of Jaws, the dnyman,
was vindiested. The bureau would go no
tarthee down the "jog," for the stairway
was mueh narrower from there down.
Without a word, but with a terrible dark.blue resolve depicted on his coalLerSI:
Fiesta, and nose several inches out or meplumb, Spooner, assisted by Hiliar, set to
work to force the bureau up to the top
the stairs again. This they succeededis accomplishing, in spit* of the Puritanical
assistance of that stubbore orthodox shell
d drawers.
Then Spooner roll* it ever, and over,
ad, with the nekght aid, he balancedit a moment on the wadow-sill.
With a smile of almost fiendish joy and
spasmodic hitch to his pantaloons, .low-
.slipping away .frost the clutches of his
aim rear suspender button, Spooner pushed
the bureau, now thownahly frightened, out-
ward, and it hurtl d through the air like
Ike dirt of a brass- sobbed meteor. With
a wash, it landed on the stone-doorstep,
two aeries below, nd was nothing but
meek of it. former grandeur.
Col. Wind/games valuable dog, of thebenchlegged persuiuden, had, but a MO-
sent before, been ',sawing an overshoe
OD the dooritep. Now he lay under the
u—only • inning recollection, • hairygreaseepot.
Cyelonia got no wedding present from bee
parents; Spooner got nothing but a chaise
wriortment of bump, and &broncos sad
• bill for tee, said to be the value of the
lets dog. To all of which be ohjurgated
to such patinae's* pknwe that he OM •
*web trial is the sew distance.
itlwalks artesheel--Geed Ub
ISOM 
-
.11IFERS KILLED FOR DEER.
Sow York Hunters Obliged' to Pap
.500 for a Day's Gunning
on a SIB Warm.
John Hendrickson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, Bring near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cocheeton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg,' N. Y., re-
gently found four of his finest young
heifers In the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had en-
tered the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that 'dints bad been heard in the
ricinity4of tha field where the settle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimeasont the- Hinsdetolt sore -herd,—
and it occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds that
killed them that they hare a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed Ilinbs. He
was seised with the Idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
hunters.
Hendrickson IPre IA to White Lake,
but found that the three men be
wanted had gone. N ascertained
their names and addressee in Now
York and after considerable difiloulty
located them. Be haa just returned
after seeing them, and as • result
et hie 'lett he le 000 richer then
when he went to th. atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDL'
Tirana Clawson. et Atlantis. TH. Oros.
*minim assentingly Inoosenspant-
able
Atlanta, a smell town swath of
Bloomington. Ill., has in Prank Claw-
son • fiddler who*, chief bid for
fame lies in the ?Set that he is with-
out hands. Clawson has been,s per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ago he was caught in a bliz-
zard and both hands were oe badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old lasers
meat was laid away by the owner.
The old-tima longing to bring out
music became toe strong to be re-
sisted, and he conceived the unique
Idea of playing without hands He
mad, a contrivance out of heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
bow. The matter of fingering was
more difficult, but by hard prectles
be trained the stump of his left hand
So make the necessary shifts from
see string to another, end from po-
sition to position. With the Addle
held in place by hie chin and knees,
sad with the help of his finger', •
soma, Clawnosa managee to play
nearly as much mu /OHM as formerly.
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Mrs Carloten. MI lows Palle.
Claims the Sinoord test Me
Northwoot.
--
A grandmother at 59 is the record of
Kra. James P. Carleton, of Iowa Pans,
Ls., who claims the distinction of being
the youngest grandmother in the en-
tire northwest. She is hoping to be a
ereatograruimother by th• time she
is ae.
Mr and Mrs. Carleton were mar-
ried In Ohio 111 years ago, Mrs. Carleton
beteg only 11 yeare old when she was
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
youthful ineboolmate. Less than owe
rears later, when only II years of age,
ihe became a mother. The tendency
toward early marriage/tin the Carona:is
family was transmitted to the daugh
her, and two years ago, at the age of 14,
she was married. Lott week elle be-
name a mother.
Until recently James T. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Falls, but a few
month. age he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
Weromoot for liosolitIng tau* impro,
A promising movement has been
'alerted in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea orig.
heated with Dr. R. E. Jones, of Rich-
mond, and several prominent and
wealthy neeroes are stersoclated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Plots of ten acres each
will be laid off, and upon each will
be erected a four-roomed log cabin
of antique style. These plots will be
sold on easy installments piano to
negroee anxious to better them-
selves. They will be given practical
and syikematio instruction in farm-
ing, an experienced expert from the
Institute at Hampton being engaged
as instructor.
Tian a /4011,1011S teennet.
A bold, remarkable project is re.
*Plying attention among &leaden en-
eineees. It is proposed to cionstrnot
a tunnel under the main chain of the
Caucasus mountains' from • point 41
miles soma of Vladikavkas. The tun-
nel will be IS miles 'long and coot
K1,000,000. AA soon as the Trans-Si-
berian railway Is finished, it is be-
lieved. this Caucasian tunnel, which
has the warm support of the aver,
will be eommeneed. From a military
and emaanersial pcdnt of, Aim the
work will be of vast importance. as
She only direst communication with
trazus-Comeasis from southern Russia
le by as ordinary road from Vladthe
av'kas to Wile.
Selhowis ta Oahe.
• year age Shore 'sere ties pal&
wheel, In Cuba. willh IS16010 ehlitresa
Illow *ono ere =sulked di&
frb and 'sew esin UMW
FRESH FASHION NOTE-S.;
Plow !dean in Dreoe ornaresenteesee
In Evidence in the tp-to-Date
Cootunneo,
A charming evening geoo for se
young girl is of rich miroir satin,
veiled with eitner white, gold or col-
ored net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral de-
sign, alternating with roses or ca-
mellias sewn on in a studied careless.
neer, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenioos mortal has intro.
dueed an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or t:hiffua.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoraiion.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of tbOst season wan made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked ell over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a harehrome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
troussehu was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVI. corsage formed.
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet.
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be si
novelty, although unique awl_ exceed.
!ugly beautiful examples are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turned
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is mufti.
tient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments..
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their preo.
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon.
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives It a light effect.
White foulard with Meek Chantilly
incrustations is a good eombination.
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries liaid in man,: ways iss
eery desirable.
/ HINTS ON FURNITURE.
Comfortable Conch That Is 1641131111
Slade at Home—An Antique
Onk Stain, Ste.
Few families, whether in tows or
country, have sufficiett•eloaet space
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way.
in any case, is to lay them flatly
end smoothly in a box large enough
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
at. home In such a way as to serve a
double purpose—that of couch and
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpaint-
ed wood, six feet lone inches long by
about three feet four Icelies wide. oast
be constructed by any big boy or hie
mother without difficulty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the iroide oil
the box and lid with serviceable cam.4
brie or silesia. Then nail e cushion.
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
tittle expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz in
bow plaits all around the box, and cover
he top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
Akio, a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, and it is vrell tat
fasten a piece of strong tape at eacts
end to lid and box, to %void straining
the hinge..
Heaped with pillows and with as af.
gha.n thrown over the fo'ot, this makes,
a comfortable couch by day, and even
by night if nece.g.ary.
An excellent ball table for • country
tiouse was evolved not long ago by aningeolous girl from an ordinary tin.
apin:ed kitchen table without a leaf„;
glie sawed two inches from the legs.
thcn stained the whole with a black
Stain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in ft
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them, and Irft to simmer on ihe
stove for half a day. This liquid v s
applied to the wood and left to dr .11
Vinegar in which a number of rust,
nails had been steeped was then
brushed over, and repeated until the
gable acquired a good antique oak eql.
oring. Brass rollers were then f
tened on the legs and an old-fashion
brass handle put on the clinwer, wOi
was stained inside to match the o
tide, and served for holding gloves,
A scarf of dark red leather was f
tened down the middle of the table wi
brass headed tacks, and, behold! a r
ly handsome "old <ink" ball tablel
•nd a Cosa Ono.
Willie--Pa, in pclittee se professife
se • business/ .
Pa—Well, that depends upon
strmstanees. If pater* ea tlitroble.
ling side it's a biudaess.—Philadeig
Oda Prem.
• I
11111mmo
•
ftilaillielleesaanneammosamoraimmonaorre. 
McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER-
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR.FAMILY FROM BEING
B=EN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
SKAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
TWO SIZES, IOC AND 25c.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG, STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. Teo.
Cc.r. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
WANTED—First-class cook for
small family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street. tf
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4..
FOR RENT— Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistiret eater. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
. iyANTED—A girl to do general
housework; two in family. Apply at
Fiat No. 3, No. 308 North Noah
Street.
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Crier or myself. Mrs. I- M.
Bloomfield.
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay.
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
phone 1418, old phone.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
"Buck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 3i3 North Ninth
street, for reward.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall. fibt and cold water, good
out buildings' nice yard with, shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh 'street. New
phone No. 630.
Wednesday Morning Aug. i6, x9o5.
M•111.1•Mh.
LOCAL. NEWS
"ass.
—The body of Nliss Eliza Rice,
who died at .1050 Harrison street, was
ehipped to Princeton at 11:30 o'clock
yesterday morning.
e-Carence Hamilton has filed a pe-
.,.•rition in bankruptcy, giving his lia-
bilities at $502.50, with no assets.
—The work is progressing rapidly
on the new livery stable of John G.
Terre)+, on Jeffereon street. The brick
is now almost laid for the first story.
—The 'horse show directors will
thee tomorrow night in the office of
the Commercial Club.
—Ma. James Augustus, whey was
blewn from a -home Monday after-
noon during the heavy winds, is quite
sore and is suffering excruciating
pains. He was badly bruised up and
had an extremely narrow escape. He
has been moved from the Riverside
Hospital to is home on the Benton
road.
—Yesterday was the Feast of As-
sumption in the Catholic church, and
services were held at 7 and 9 o'clock
a. in.
—Plumbers have been busy doing
repair work at the county jail.
—Henry Houston, a colored hand
of the towboat Marvester, got his
hand badly .mahgled yesterday.
—Capt. Jas. Collins is acting for
Chief Woods at central station dur-
ing the latter's absence.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
'Mee. Sallie Morrow and daughter,
Miss mily Morrow, have returned
from New York and Atlantic City.
Mes. Julia Exall has returned to her
home in Lebanon, Ky., after a visit to
her soil, Mr. Joseph Exalt.
Rev. David C. Wright leaves today
for. Chicago and other points in the
North.
Miss Mary NicNeeley, of Wingo, is
visitiwg Mrs. J. D. Lassiter.
Mr. and Mrs-, Ed T. Lucas, of Win-
go, are the guests of their son, Mr.
Frank A Lucas.
..ales. Edna Griffith has returned to
Mayfield after a viit here.
Miss Elizabeth SObree is home from
a two mouths vieit to Los Angeles,
Cal.
MTS. Egbart Moere and sister, Miss
Non ia Judkin, are visiting in Mayfield.
Capt. J. T. Fowler and wife, of Cin-
cinnati, are at the New Richmond.
Mr Cliffordellearris and .Nfr. Chas.
Rieke have gone to Old Point Com-
fort.
Mrs. Clint Wilcox and daughter are
visit:log in Mayfield.
Mi. T. J. Flournoy, of Rockmart,
Ca., is here on. a visit.
Mr. 'G. W Land-nun has returned to
Smithland after a visit titre'
Mr. Hughlett Jackson, of Louisville,
is in the city.
Mr. E. H. Prnyear is in Louisville
on business.
Mr. L. E. Stevenson, of Hickory
Grove, is in the city
Mr. Frank Burns, of Chicago; is in
the city.
Mr. Joe Parcle, of Madieomille, is
in the city.
Mr. Lal D. Threlkeld is home from
Da wson.
Mrs. Emma Thompson and sin, Ol-
lie, and Miss Mary Quigley left yes-
terday for a visit to Round 4(nob, Ill.
M. E W. Bockmoo has 'gone to
Dawson for a week.
Mile Estella Duperrieu has returned
from a visit to Nashville, Ill.
Mr. George Kolb, of Hopkinsville,
spentufesailay with his mother in thqs
city.
Miss Nell Alexander, of Fulton, Ky.
arrives today to visit Miss Mary Lou
Roberts.
Mr. J. L. Culley and wife, of Louis-
ville, are the guests of their sort, J. V.
Culley, on Jacleton street.
Miss Nellie Hamilton, of Clinton,
Ky., is the guest of Miss Mae Hayes.
Miss Nanuit Cross, of Hereckrson,
Ky., has gone to Trenton, Tenn., after
a visit to relatives here.
Mr. H. G. Harmeling is in Cinc;n-
nen on business.
.1fir. H. L. Wallet-stein leaves today
fcT Dawson Springs
Miss Annie Mae Yeiser entertains
at cards this afternoon in honor of
Mrs. Harry Tandy, of Frankfort, and
Miss Florence Pell, of Cincinnati, 0.
Miss Flora Bledsoe left yesterday
for her home at Cevay, Ind, after a
visit to Mrs. C. E. Whitesides. ,
Mr. R. F. Pryor, of Mayfield, has
taken the run between here and Cairo
for the American Express company.
Mr. R. E. Paynter, of Mayfield, was
in the city yesterday en route to
Grand Rivers to organize a lodge of
the Modern Maccabees.
Ms Whit Wickliffe left yesterday
for Macon, Ga., to visit relatives.
Mrs. R. C. Tarry, of Dexter, Ky, is
at the New Richmond
Mr. G. W. Locker, of Birmingham.
Ky., was in the city yesterday..
Mr. Box Pittman was here yesterday
from Mayfield.
Miss Fula Cole;, of Mayfield. is vis
ding in the city.
Mr:. F. P. Coburn Mr. Tom Coburn
Mise Gladys burn and Mr. P. A.
Preston went to Dawson yesterday.
Mr. Robert Haley left yesterday for
Springfield, IW., and other points.
Mrs. M. B. Robinson left yesterday
for Dawson.
Mr. Gaither lienneherger went to
Louisville yesterday.
Mr. C. H. Webber, wife and daugh-
ter, of Poplar Bluff, hfo, will arrive
teday on a visit to Mrs. Weber's sis-
ter, Mrs. Will Wright, Boa Broadway.
Galland, an Illinois -sanitary
inspector who is now holding head-
quarters at Brookport. was in the city
yesterday looking after the issuance
of health certificates, lie returned
satisfied that they were being given
to the proper persons.
—The Illinois Central pay train is
scheduled to Teach here early this
morning. It will come from Mounds,
but as to the route from here is not
known, as the strict quarantine in the
South may cause a change to the
Lewisville division first.
Officer William Orr, who has been
quite sick, is slowly recovering and is
able to be up.
TO
WALBERT CAMP, U. C. V., WILL
ERECT A MEMORABLE
MONUMENT
To Their Dead Associates in Arms
and the Women of the
Southland.
The Walibert Camp of the United
Confederate Veterans met last night
in the city hall and made final decla-
rations towards raising a fund of $t,-
000 for the erection of a monument
in Paducah to the memory of the
Confederate soldiers and' the women
of the South. There was not as many
of the veterans present as was de-
sired, but the 'meeting waa very en-
thusiastic.
'Those who were appointed as the
committee to prepare Plans and make
the necessary arrangements towards
proceeding with the subscription for
the monument were: Dr. D. G. Mur-
rell, chairman, and J. E. Potter and
Joe Uullenan. Three sons of Confed-
erates appointed on the compittee
also were Dr. J. R. Coleman, Geo. C.
Wallace and Saunders A, Fowler.
The location of the ritonument has
not been designated, but it will prob
ably be erected either on the grounds
of the Carnegie Library or at Lang
Park in Fountain avenue. It was an-
nounced that Mayor Yeiser had giv-
en his, permission to erect it on the
Carnegie grounds. Either of . the
places would make desirable locations.
The committee will begin active
steps at once towards securing the
$1,00o, and if the contributions are
as liberal as expected it is thought it
will not take long to raise the amount.
Several devices for securing neat
sums have been suggested, but the
one so far thought to be the most
favorable and one to meet with the
approbation of all the veterans pres-
ent last night was that of having
',Confederate" or "monument" but
made and sell them. It is pre-
dicted that the button plan would be
the source of securing many •dollars
for the monumental fund.
;Dr. Murrell will call the commit-
tee together in a few days to devise
plans.
The ramp last night voted to give
$too for the erection of a general
monirment of the men and women ot
the South. This rnpnument is to cost
$30.000, and will be erected in one of
the southern states.
LOOSE STOCK ARRESTED.
Col. J. 7. Donovan Sets About to
Fully Test a City Law.
Col. John T. Donoean last night ar-
rested and delivered to the pollee at
the city hail tweaccws and two horses
which he caught while trespassing
upon his residence yard at South
Sixth and Clark streets. He aims to
-have the cows and horses, or rather
their owners, prosecuted under the
loose stock law.
Co). Donovan when. the council
adopted the ordinance forbidding the
streets to the cows removed a part of
his fencing and curbed his lot. He de-
cided he would ri4k the cows during
the day and resort to the !awe f. T
night protection. Last night, after
several attempts, he caught the several
intruders mentiorred and win see if
the laws will today give ban protec-
tion. -
It is to be hoped Col. Donovan will
succeed in setting an example- in this
instance, for he has a pretty and weil-
kept yard for which he is entitled to
ask and secure protection.
I-its Located Here.
Co). L. I,. Creasy, lately of Caving-
ten, Ky., has inoved with his family
to Paducah to reside. The corditel has
taken the Lang borne on North Eighth
street near Monroe for his residence.
He will toter the grocery commission
business as soon as he can secure
a suitable location, and having a lull
knowledge thereof will no doubt do
well. Col. Creasy formerly traveled
and came often to Paducah. Ile knew
the place well before be decided to
re.aloe it his 'tome. The people will
quickly give him and his family a cor-
dial welcome.
•
Among the Sick.
Harry Jones is ill.
William Lreartermilk is on the road
to recovery and will soon be able to
resume work.
Mrs. John Kee-utter, of 9o4 South
Fourth street, who ha* been quite
is improving stony,
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Malt,
good taste is the infallible sign of
well-brewed beer!
It demonstrates the use of the very best Barley-,
highest grade Bohemian Hops, special culture 1
and thoroughly filtered Water, The a. best
beer is
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It always tastes .the same.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
r. B. C. Loeblein, Mgr. Anheuser-Busch Branch, Paducah, Ky.
CoMirif or no CoMmd
THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterda7.
Cairo, 19.1; falling.
Chattanooga, 8.9; rising.
Cincinnati, to8; rising.
Evansville, 7.9; rising.
Florence, 4.7; rising.
Johnsonville, 4.2; rising.'
Louisville, 5.3; rising.
Mt. Cannel, 5; rising.
Nashville, 10.2; falling.
Pittsburg, 5.7; falling.
Davis Island Dace 6; falling.
St. Louis, 14; falling.
Mt. Vernon, 6.4; falling.
.Paducah, 8.4; rising.
The Joe Fowler will be today's Ev-
aneville packet.
Charles Howard , a weil-kuoen
river clerk, is in the city.
The excursion boat Lucille is be-
ing repaired at the docks.
The Dick Pena-ler is making her
regular trips oe good time.
The J. B. Finley has gone to Lou-
isville with a tow of empties.
' The Saltillo- passed out of the Ten-
nessee last night for St. Louis.
The Clyde left last night for Ten-
nessee river. Several parties from
Nlaylield were on the boat. A week
has not passed for some time but
%hat Mayfield is well represented.
More men are daily being secured'
to assist in raising the J. B. Williams
Two more divers; from St. Lout:
passed through yesterday to the
scene. There are now about 70 men
at week on her, and more will he
added as the occasion requires. The
damiage• to the boat will reach $6,000.
PUBLIC SALE.
will on Monday, August 21, 1005,
about the hour of TO o'clock a. m..
at the city ball door, corner Fourth
and Kenturicy avenue, sell at public-
outcry no the hignest bidder one hun-
dred (too) feet of grirund on Clay.
street, between the residence of Mr.
James M. Lang and one recently
built by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms made-
known on day of sale.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
I No Date Set.
It is not known at present when
the building 'committee of the Elks'
lodge' will hold a meeting to settle
the matter of advertising bids for
the flew building. Some of the mem-
bers are sick and enrable to attend.
Get a 5oe bottle of SerthaL It is a
reliable, powerful and prompt disin-
fectant. Instantly deodorizes and dis-
infects any material it is applied to.
No matter how fetrid or offensive,
destroys and neutralizes all poisonous
gases arising from decayed anitnal or
vegetable matters, arrests decomposi-
tion and prevents contagion. It pu-
rifies the air without creating any
odor whatever. Dilute highly, ac-
cording to directions and sprinkle
about freely. It does not stain. For
salesat all drug stores.
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO DRINK PLENTY OF
THAT PURE, HEALTHFUL BEER
Belvedere
the Master Brew
IT WILL COOL YOU, REFRESH YOU AND DO
YOUR WHOLE SYSTEM A WORLD OF GOOD. DOC-
TORS RECOMMEND IT. IT'S MADE FROM PURE
MALT AND HOPS, THAT'S WHY. IT STRENGTH-
ENS AND BUILDS UP. ITS A TONIC, AS WELL
AS THE MOST REFRESHING DRINK THAT EVER
PASSED THE PORTALS OF YOUR LIPS.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT Rom
The Standard Flour o
• The World,
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNI1AY.
:3o URCIIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 13:30 to 2.
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION. TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY. •
OLD PHONE, NO. so*.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, 120 South
Fourth street. Curtent will be dis-
corttinued if bills are not paid on or
before August to.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
RUBBER TIRES.
For cash, until September 1st, I
will re-rubber vehicles with first-class
International solid two
-wire rubber
tires at to per cent. discount .frone
regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Map.
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue. 1.•
Tiremian William Dayton, at New Seven persons were injured ',It aYork, was killed while answering *runaway accident at Cleveland. One
fake alamn. of the victim', s baby, will
I\
FUL71., LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber
Both 'Phones 295.
IINCOR_POR.ATED.
Prompt Delivery.
,
Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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